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ABSTRACT 
EXPRESSIONS OF PASSION AND STATUS CONFERRAL: A LONGITUDINAL 
STUDY OF U.S. CONGRESS MEMBERS 
Jaime Potter 
Sigal G. Barsade 
Emotional displays by leaders directly impact individuals and teams, yet little is known 
about how these same displays impact leaders themselves, particularly in the realm of 
extreme, high arousal emotions. One high arousal discrete emotion that has received 
increased fanfare in organizations of late is passion, as employees are encouraged to find 
their passion and be passionate about their work. In this dissertation, I seek to examine 
how expressions of passion in organizations influence leaders’ organizational status. 
Study 1 draws upon ~35,000 publicly-available videos of United States Congress 
members from 2001-2015. Using a computational approach, I analyze the gestures, voice, 
and facial emotions of Congress members in this video corpus using state-of-the-art 
computational techniques and compare this to their subsequent gains in organizational 
status. Study 2 builds upon the results of the first by manipulating expressions of passion 
in the laboratory using trained actors, allowing for the examination of potential mediators 
of the relationship between expressions of passion and status. As predicted, my findings 
showed that both positive and negative passion resulted in Congress members garnering 
higher status. In study 1, I found that Congress members who displayed more positively 
or negatively-valenced passion received a higher vote percentage. The results with 
respect to gender present some interesting and unexpected complexities. In line with 
hypotheses, women displaying positive passion received less funding than men 
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displaying the same. Unexpectedly, however, women displaying positive passion 
received a larger percent of the vote than men displaying the same. Longitudinal analyses 
support the attribution theory perspective, whereby consistent displays of passion resulted 
in an increasing accumulation of vote percentage over time. Study 2 largely confirmed 
the results of study 1 in showing that both positive and negative displays of passion result 
in higher status. As expected, the impact of positive passion on status was mediated by 
sensitivity and dynamism, and the impact of negative passion on status was mediated by 
competence and dominance—however, negative passion was also unexpectedly shown to 
impact status through perceptions of dedication and dynamism. Implications and future 
directions for the study of emotional displays, leadership, and status are discussed. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Leadership is emotional. Tasked with being the face of teams and organizations, 
leaders often have their emotions on display for many others to see. Given the prominent 
position leaders hold in organizations, it should be no surprise that their emotional 
displays greatly influence others. Indeed, leaders who frequently display positive 
emotions to others have followers who feel more positive at the workplace (Erez et al., 
2007). This contagion of positive emotions—often starting with leaders—has been shown 
to increase cooperation among group members and increase perceptions of task 
performance (Barsade, 2002). 
 While research has demonstrated that leaders’ emotional displays influence 
employees and teams, we know less about how these emotional displays influence the 
outcomes of leaders themselves, particularly in terms of their status. Status is admiration 
or respect bestowed upon an individual by others (Magee & Galinsky, 2008), and it has 
long been thought to be universally sought after by people both at work and in life 
(Barkow, 1975). The status literature has demonstrated that being likeable and competent 
is associated with increased status in teams (Anderson & Kilduff, 2009a); however, less 
research has examined the impact of emotions on status (cf., Tiedens, 2001). 
 This dissertation aims to build on the status and emotions literature by looking 
specifically at how more extreme emotions influence status. The interpersonal impact of 
emotional displays is not always linear—that is, extreme emotions may have a decidedly 
different impact on key work outcomes than do moderate emotions (Barasch, Levine & 
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Schweitzer, 2016). Scholars have shown that consistently displaying positive emotions at 
work leads to higher pay and better supervisor ratings of performance (Staw, Sutton & 
Pelled, 1994), as well as that occasionally displaying anger can increase status conferral 
(Tiedens, 2001). Yet, there is much room to develop theory on how extreme emotions 
impact leaders interpersonally. 
 One such extreme emotion that is of increasing interest to organizational scholars 
is passion. Passion is a discrete emotion (Shaver, Schwartz, Kirson & O’Connor, 1987) 
that has been defined in multiple ways (see, e.g., Chen, Yao & Kotha, 2009). Although 
varying, these definitions commonly reference a “love” for work (Baum & Locke, 2004; 
Chen, Yao & Kotha, 2009) that strongly motivates individuals (Vallerand et al., 2003) to 
accomplish “emotionally important outcomes” (Frijda, Mesquita, Sonnemans & Van 
Goozen, 1991: 218) tied to one’s personal values (Chen, Yao & Kotha, 2009; 
Jachimowicz, To, Agasi, Côté & Galinsky, 2019; Perrewé, Hochwarter, Ferris, 
McAllister & Harris, 2014). Jachimowicz and colleagues (2019: 6) synthesize this 
previous work to define passion as “a strong feeling toward a personally important 
value/preference that sparks intentions and behaviors which express that 
value/preference.” Passion is a particularly important extreme emotion to study because it 
is “highly sought-after, yet poorly understood” (Perrewé et al., 2014: 145), despite the 
fact that it may become increasingly prevalent in organizations (Myers & Sadaghiani, 
2010). Moreover, research has demonstrated that passion influences key outcomes at 
work, both intrapersonal (Vallerand et al., 2003) and interpersonal (Jachimowicz et al., 
2019), which makes it important to further explore. 
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More recently scholars have begun to explore the impacts of passion 
interpersonally—that is, how others react to one’s displays of passion, characterized by 
energetic gesturing, rich body language, animated facial expressions, a face that lights up 
when speaking, and varied pitch and tone of voice (Chen, Yao & Kotha, 2009). Similar to 
felt passion, displayed passion has a dualistic quality in that it can be associated with 
either positive or negative emotions (Jachimowicz et al., 2019). In exploring the 
interpersonal effects of passion, Jachimowicz et al. (2019) find that those who display 
passion are admired and supported more by others because their dedication to their values 
is seen as being morally virtuous. 
While Jachimowicz and colleagues (2019) laid the groundwork for understanding 
the interpersonal effects of passion, many questions remain about how leaders are 
impacted by displaying passion. One, what are the mechanisms that may lead displays of 
passion to influence the status of the leader? Two, how does positively-valenced passion 
differ from negatively-valence passion in terms of its mechanisms and outcomes? Three, 
how are men and women viewed differently when displaying passion? Four, what are the 
longitudinal effects of displaying passion over time? Answering calls from scholars that 
“more research is needed to examine passion…in impacting business decisions in other 
domains” (Chen, Yao & Kotha, 2009: 211), this dissertation aims to address the 
preceding questions by examining how passion impacts status in two studies: the first 
study examines status of government officials (e.g., Senators) in the United States 
Congress from 2001-2015, and the second study examines mediators of passion’s impact 
on status in a laboratory study. 
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Drawing upon implicit leadership theory, I argue that passion, whether positively 
or negatively-valenced, conveys leader-like qualities to observers. Implicit leadership 
theory defines four categories of behavior associated with observers’ perceptions of 
prototypical leaders: sensitivity, dedication, dynamism, and intelligence (Epitropaki & 
Martin, 2004). In what follows, I discuss how frequent displays of intense positive 
passion may convey each of these four dimensions associated with what lay people view 
as being leader-like.  Perceptions of leader-like qualities are then predicted to carry over 
into enhancing one’s status. In cases of negatively-valenced passion, I propose that status 
gains will also result; however, the mechanism will not be through prototypical leader-
like perception, but rather through another behavior tied to leadership – dominance. 
Although dominance has been considered to be an antiprototypic trait in more recent 
studies of implicit leadership theory (Epitropaki & Martin, 2004), an increasingly large 
body of literature shows that dominant individuals, or even those that display anger 
(Tiedens, 2001), are viewed as more competent and subsequently achieve higher status 
and leadership positions within groups (Anderson & Kilduff, 2009a; Anderson & Kilduff, 
2009b, for a review). 
Although the theory presented herein seems to apply universally to all people, 
society holds different expectations about what constitutes acceptable and positive 
behavior for different demographic groups. Most notably, men and women are viewed 
positively for enacting different behaviors. For instance, where men are viewed positively 
when behaving in a dominant manner, women are typically viewed negatively for the 
same behavior (e.g., Butler & Geis, 1990). In the case of passion, I expect men to receive 
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credit for the dynamism and dedication associated with passionate displays. However, 
given that passion is strongly associated with emotionality (Wolf, Lee, Shah & Brooks, 
2016; Shields, 2005), and women can be denigrated in work places for being overly 
emotional (Broverman, Vogel, Broverman, Clarkson & Rosenkrantz, 1972; Kite, Deaux 
& Haines, 2008; Shields, 2007), I predict that the same degree of passion—whether 
positive or negative—that benefits men will not lead to the same status benefits for 
women and, indeed, in certain cases may actually detract from women’s status. 
Examining the influence of passion on status, particularly in a longitudinal 
setting, is compelling for a number of reasons. First, the fact that passion is a high arousal 
emotion that can be either positively or negatively-valenced allows for an examination of 
the interactive effect of emotional arousal and valence on status. That is, do high arousal 
emotions in general contribute to status irrespective of valence, or do only high arousal 
emotions of a specific valence—either positive or negative—contribute to status gains? 
Second, while longitudinal theorizing is notoriously difficult (Mitchell & James, 2001) 
and is not intended to be the primary contribution of this study, I do propose exploratory 
competing hypotheses relating to the longitudinal effects of passion on status. On the one 
hand, passion presented consistently – or increasingly intensely – over time can result in 
compounding status gains as the positive leadership signaling that comes with passion 
increasingly becomes seen as part of one’s personality (Kelley, 1973). On the other hand, 
consistent passion may result in decreasing status gains due to observers’ habituation to 
the behavior (Groves & Thompson, 1970). 
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 This dissertation contributes to the literature in several ways. First, although 
passion has increasingly been studied in entrepreneurial contexts, it has been studied far 
less in other contexts, such as among organizational leaders. By examining the effects of 
passion on status of leaders in the U.S. government, I hope to generalize these past 
findings in entrepreneurship to the important domain of leadership. Second, while 
leadership research has examined the impact of leader’s emotions on subordinates (e.g., 
Erez et al., 2007), less research has looked into how these emotions impact one’s own 
career, particularly in the case of highly salient extreme emotions. Third, this dissertation 
expands upon the tradition of examining the interpersonal consequences of emotional 
displays in organizations in the context of the understudied emotion of passion. It is 
particularly important to understand the interpersonal effects of displaying passion as 
leaders are increasingly spurred on to be more authentic (Avolio & Gardner, 2005) and 
imbue their work with meaning (Arnold, Turner, Barling, Kelloway & McKee, 2007), 
two trends that may result in more frequent displays of passion at work. Last, by 
examining organizational dynamics in a government setting, I contribute to a greater 
understanding of the governmental context as well, a setting which needs greater 
attention in our field. 
PASSION & STATUS – THEORY DEVELOPMENT 
Defining passion and differentiating from related constructs 
 Passion comes in many forms, both negatively and positively-valenced (Chen, 
Yao & Kotha, 2009; Perrewé et al., 2014). The outraged Senator can display passion 
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when she is banging the table and raising her voice while discussing the urgent need for 
Congress to increase funding for children in struggling schools. Even though this Senator 
is ostensibly angry about a situation, lay observers may be able to discern the negative 
emotion to be associated with passion given its acutely high arousal nature and its link to 
a specific cause of personal meaning. Conversely, the founder of the newly minted 
company displays more positive forms of passion when excitedly whisking his 
company’s idea around to venture capitalists, hoping for funding. As he tells the story of 
his company’s founding, he will likely do so with varied pitch and tone of voice, 
expressive facial emotions, vivid language, and expansive gestures – all characteristics of 
passion as defined by entrepreneurship scholars (Chen, Yao & Kotha, 2009). 
 Passion has been separately examined as both an intrapersonal and interpersonal 
construct. Social psychologists typically view passion as an internal affective state that 
drives one to devote oneself to a particular task or goal (Vallerand et al., 2003; 
Duckworth, Peterson, Matthews, & Kelly, 2007), whereas entrepreneurship scholars 
conceptualize passion as an emotional display that influences how one is perceived by 
others. In both cases, the base construct is the same: an intense affective state that has 
both intrapersonal and interpersonal consequences.  
Intrapersonally, when one is passionate about a task or endeavor, one is likely to 
work extremely hard even in the face of adversity, paving the way for one to accomplish 
difficult goals such as completing boot camp or winning the National Spelling Bee 
(Duckworth et al., 2007). While often salutary, passion also has a dark side in that it can 
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sometimes lead people to be too rigid in obsessively pursuing a failing course of action, 
leading to a host of negative emotions (Vallerand et al., 2003) and impaired relationships 
(Philippe, Vallerand, Houlfort, Lavigne, & Donahue, 2009). 
Interpersonally, passion is hypothesized to be beneficial for how one is perceived 
(Chen, Yao & Kotha, 2009). Passion is associated with hard work and achievement 
(Duckworth et al., 2007). Because achievement is both a primary need (McClelland, 
1961) and value (Schwartz, 1992), people may garner respect and admiration for being 
passionate. Jachimowicz et al., (2019) indeed find that passion signals virtue to others 
and leads to admiration and increased support for the passionate individual. 
Entrepreneurs, having the difficult task of guiding an idea into a multifaceted 
business with the need to convince others of its viability, are thought to be logical 
beneficiaries of passionate displays and, as such, have been the primary sample of 
interest in the literature thus far when examining interpersonal outcomes associated with 
passionate displays. If entrepreneurs display passion, prior research has hypothesized that 
they will achieve increased amounts of funding because of investors’ perceptions that 
they love the business enough to work continually through the tough times to ensure its 
success. Although Chen and colleagues (2009: 211) do not find support for their 
hypothesis that passion impacts investment decisions, instead finding that preparation – a 
cognitive form of passion1, operationalized as the comprehensiveness of an 
                                                 
1 Chen, Yao and Kotha (2009) split the “passion construct” into two dimensions: the cognitive aspect, 
preparedness, and the affective aspect, passion. Indeed, the authors state, “To distinguish the affect from 
the cognitive dimension of the passion construct, in this study we label the affective aspect ‘passion’ and 
the cognitive aspect ‘preparedness’” (pg. 201). 
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entrepreneur’s business plan – matters more for investors’ decision, they still note that 
“more research is needed to examine passion versus preparedness in impacting business 
decisions in other domains such as job interviewing, hiring, promotion, and performance 
appraisal.” In the context of crowdfunding, however, Li et al. (2017) do find that displays 
of passion are associated with increased funding for entrepreneurial projects. 
In terms of interpersonal perceptions, passion may appear to be related to several 
other constructs, namely, dominance and energy. Dominance is defined as the “tendency 
to behave in assertive, forceful, and self-assured ways” (Anderson & Kilduff, 2009: 491). 
Buss (1981) outlines a relatively comprehensive list of dominant behaviors: flattering 
others to get what you want, blaming others when things go wrong, confronting someone 
about a rumor, taking command after an accident, talking a lot at a meeting, persuading 
others to accept your opinion, etc. While passion, particularly negatively-valenced 
passion, can involve a subset of these more assertive or forceful behaviors, many of the 
visible manifestations of dominance are quite different and involve fairly unemotional, 
self-assured behaviors. In observing others, it is possible that passion in some cases could 
result in certain behaviors that look like dominance, namely, very direct eye contact 
(Snyder & Sutker, 1977). However, in terms of voice and gesturing, the physical 
manifestation should look different. Whereas dominance involves an assertive tone 
(Buss, 1981), passion instead consists of a varied tone of voice (Chen, Yao & Kotha, 
2009). Similarly for movement, dominance involves an expansive and relaxed posture 
(Anderson & Kilduff, 2009; Buss, 1981); passion instead consists rich and energetic body 
movements (Chen, Yao & Kotha, 2009). 
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Passion and energy are also theoretically related, yet distinct constructs. People 
that display passion are likely to do so with a lot of energy, with active gesturing and an 
expressive tone of voice. However, whereas one that is displaying passion will likely 
always be viewed as energetic, one that is energetic need not necessarily be passionate. 
Passion is invariably tied to a particular goal, activity, value, or preference (Jachimowicz 
et al., 2019; Vallerand et al., 2003), such that the energy that emanates from a passionate 
individual is geared towards a specific target. In a political setting, passion may involve a 
politician emphatically attempting to gain support for a bill he or she feels personally 
strongly about. Energy, on the other hand, has many potential origins other than a strong 
feeling about a particular value or preference. People can be energetic because they slept 
well, consumed sugar, are predisposed to be energetic, or because a work meeting just 
went well—all sources of energy that would not qualify as passion. 
Passion and energy can also be distinguished perceptually by their cadence. 
Passion can be expected to predictably occur when a certain topic is discussed and is 
likely to last only as long as the topic is still relevant to the conversation. On the other 
hand, energy that is not targeted at a particular topic of passion will likely be more 
diffuse, extending across time and topics more freely. A politician who is passionate 
primarily about the environment will likely display a great deal of energy and enthusiasm 
when discussing that topic, but when the topic switches to education, their earlier passion 
may stand in stark contrast to their relative calm regarding the subsequent topic. An 
energetic politician without passion would, however, be as likely to emphatically express 
themselves gesturally and verbally regardless of the topic. 
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Status and Emotional Displays 
Of the many important areas of business where passion can have an impact, 
individual’s status is one of prime importance. Status is admiration or respect bestowed 
upon an individual by others (Magee & Galinsky, 2008). Djurdjevic and colleagues 
(2017) further formalized the construct of status into three components: respect, 
prominence, and prestige (Djurdjevic et al., 2017). Respect is “a person’s social worth, 
derived from the possession of key attributes and accomplishments” (Djurdjevic et al., 
2017: 2). Prominence is “the extent to which [an individual] stands out, is visible, and 
receives asymmetrical levels of attention compared to other organizational members” 
(Djurdjevic et al., 2017: 3). Prestige is “freely conferred deference…based on qualities 
that are most likely to contribute to organizational success” (Djurdjevic et al., 2017: 3). 
Given its prevalence as a goal for many individuals and its importance for coordinating 
and organizing group activities (Magee & Galinsky, 2008, for a review), status has been a 
primary variable of concern in sociological studies of groups for over five decades (e.g., 
Berger, Conner & Fisek, 1974; Ridgeway, 1987) before also moving into psychology, 
where researchers have aimed to discover individual and personality correlates of status 
gains in small groups (Anderson & Kilduff, 2009b; Magee & Galinsky, 2008). 
Status in groups can be acquired in several ways. The earliest theory of status gain 
is the functionalist theory of status, which indicates that group members allocate status to 
those who embody characteristics that are key for the group’s functioning (Berger, Cohen 
& Zelditch, 1972). For instance, if a group’s task is to move very heavy boxes, an 
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individual who is strong and able to lift heavy objects is liable to gain status. Of course, 
status can also accrue to individuals for reasons other than skill and competence. Certain 
demographic characteristics, such as gender, can also become linked to status in groups 
and society (Ridgeway, 1991). While much progress has been made in terms of 
understanding how status is gained by individuals in groups, more work needs to be done 
to understand additional factors that can influence status accrual (Anderson & Kilduff, 
2009b). 
One realm that remains open is how the display of certain emotions influences 
status gains. Indeed, Tiedens (2001) demonstrated that displays of anger, particularly 
among politicians, can enhance one’s status more than low arousal emotional displays of 
sadness. Tiedens’ study led to the notion that “status seekers might also boost their 
standing by regulating their emotional displays” (Anderson & Kilduff, 2009b: 298). This 
dissertation builds on the nascent emotions and status literature, in addition to addressing 
the aforementioned call by Chen and colleagues (2009) to examine passion in the 
domains of management and leadership, by examining how the high arousal emotion of 
passion influences individuals’ status in the United States Congress over a 14-year period 
from 2001-2015. With this naturalistic longitudinal study as a base, the second study of 
this dissertation will explore the theorized mechanisms from implicit leadership theory 
that may link passionate displays to higher status. 
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Leadership, Passion, and Status in Political Leadership in the U.S. Congress 
 An ideal place to examine status among leaders is in the political arena, 
specifically the United States Congress. Congress is the legislative branch of the United 
States government, whereby new laws are drafted and ratified. Leadership is vital in 
Congress as politicians must garner support for their drafted bills from both the voting 
public as well as their congressional colleagues, which requires the ability to motivate, 
inspire, and guide others—core tenets of most types of leadership (Avolio, Walumba & 
Weber, 2009). 
There can be different types of status based on the group making the status 
judgment. In their review of group hierarchy, Magee and Galinsky (2008: 359) 
emphasize that for status to accrue to an individual in a group, there must be consensus 
among group members that the individual in question is deserving. As such, status is 
relatively subjective, and may be relatively fleeting, depending on what characteristics 
group members view as critical to group success. Importantly, it also becomes clear that 
one’s status is dependent on who is making the judgment. It is feasible that a leader could 
be afforded high status in one group or team, while being given little status in a group 
with different individuals who value different characteristics in a leader. 
 Congress members work with many different constituent groups and, thus, can 
accrue status differentially among these groups. For simplicity, these groups can be 
broadly divided into two buckets: insiders and outsiders. I distinguish insiders from 
outsiders in that insiders are aware in a first-hand manner of the norms and processes 
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occurring in an organization, whereas outsiders may only be aware through third-party 
sources (e.g., news media). In addition, insiders by definition have a larger stake in 
organizational success given their direct ties. Congressional insiders encompass others 
who work in Congress—other Senators, House representatives, or government officials. 
In addition, I count insiders as members of any large business or lobbying groups that 
frequently work with or encounter Congress members. Congressional outsiders are 
largely constituents (e.g., citizens in the general public) who may have an interest in 
Congress insofar as they are impacted by the legislation written by these Congress 
members; however, outsiders do not directly work with Congress members, are not 
overly familiar with the inner workings of Congress, and have limited ability to exert 
influence over Congress members on their own. 
 In this dissertation, I operationalize status as judged by insiders vs. outsiders in 
different ways. Insider status is measured in two ways: Congressional committee 
appointments and fundraising. Congressional committees represent insider judgments of 
status because leadership positions as well as more prestigious appointments, such as to 
the Appropriations committee, are granted to those who garner most respect from fellow 
colleagues (Cann, 2008; Schneider, 2006). Similarly, although funding can come from 
small donations from individuals, an increasingly large amount of funding now comes 
from wealthy individuals, businesses, lobby groups, or PACs (Gulati, 2012). 
Appointments to valuable committees and funding are quite analogous to the processes in 
typical organizations by which employees seek prestigious projects and promotions, 
respectively. As such, although government settings are unique, it is likely that the status 
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dynamics at play here are broadly representative of those that are occur in most 
organizations. 
Outsider status, given that outsiders consist primarily of constituents, is 
operationalized as percent of the vote gained by each candidate. Researchers have 
consistently linked the pursuit of status to increased chance of reelection and membership 
in more prestigious committees (Dodd, 1977), lending credence to these measures. While 
I have laid out the distinction between insider and outsider status in my measures, I have 
no a priori theoretical reasons to believe that status accrual will differ markedly 
depending on the measure, so I do not distinguish between insider and outsider status in 
my theorizing. I plan to, however, examine the impacts of status on each of the three 
different measures of status. Any differences in results between the status measures will 
be addressed in the Discussion section and will provide fodder for future research. 
In what follows, I outline my theoretical model of how displays of passion result 
in greater status gains. I begin with a discussion of implicit leadership theory to 
demonstrate how displays of passion may make individuals appear more leader-like by 
increasing perceptions of the displayer’s sensitivity, dedication, and dynamism, three 
dimensions of behavior associated with appearing leader-like (Epitropaki & Martin, 
2004). While the fourth dimension of implicit leadership theory, intelligence, is less 
directly tied to passion, I outline a more speculative path based on recent work by which 
displays of passion may lead to perceptions of higher intelligence. Although passion is 
often positively-valenced, there are times when it can be negatively-valenced (e.g., 
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banging the table when speaking). As such, I subsequently discuss how negative forms of 
passion should also result in status gains by triggering perceptions of dominance and 
competence. 
A MODEL OF (POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE) PASSION LEADING TO STATUS: 
THE ROLE OF IMPLICIT LEADERSHIP PERCEPTIONS 
Positive Passion and Implicit Leadership Perceptions 
 Beliefs and perceptions about potential leaders can play a large role in 
determining who gains status and becomes a leader. Implicit leadership theory 
demonstrates the importance of people’s implicit perceptions in the process of leader 
emergence and selection (e.g., Lord, Foti & De Vader, 1984; Lord & Mayer, 2002). If 
people perceive someone to have leader-like qualities, this can help vault them to a 
leadership position. That is, if someone seems like an “ideal” leader, they have a higher 
chance of becoming a leader, irrespective of how effective they actually are in terms of 
common leadership tasks such as developing strategies and motivating followers. Implicit 
leadership theory outlines four broad categories of behavior, each containing several 
subcategories, that define ideal leaders: sensitivity, dedication, dynamism, and 
intelligence (Epitropaki & Martin, 2004). Being perceived as having these characteristics 
makes others think that one is a prototypical leader and increase one’s chances of 
becoming a group leader. Lord and Maher (2002) showed that if a team member is 
perceived as being dynamic, energetic, and charismatic, they increase their chances of 
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being selected for a leadership role, even when controlling for behavioral characteristics 
that directly influence leadership emergence and selection.  
 I predict that people who display passion should be seen as more leader-like in 
accordance with three of the dimensions outlined by implicit leadership theory as being 
prototypical of ideal leaders: sensitivity, dedication, and dynamism. These leadership 
perceptions should, in turn, lead to higher status. In terms of sensitivity, passion is often 
displayed in the context of a particular issue that one feels strongly about (Chen, Yao & 
Kotha, 2009). For instance, a Congress member may display intense passion when 
lobbying to have a bill passed that improves child welfare. When discussing the need to 
pass this bill, he may project his voice loudly and gesture expansively in order to indicate 
the importance of the bill. While the issues people can become passionate about may vary 
widely, the fact that they care enough about an issue so as to display intense emotions 
when discussing the issue may lead them to be seen as both compassionate and 
sympathetic, as they are fighting vehemently for what they view to be a personally 
meaningful cause2. Jachimowicz et al. (2019) find support for the fact that individuals 
displaying passion are viewed as morally virtuous and are able to garner admiration and 
support as a result. 
                                                 
2 It is possible that the topic one is displaying passion about may influence other’s judgments of their 
compassion and sensitivity. Indeed, if someone is displaying passion about a topic that an observer 
disagrees with, they may be less likely to view the passionate speaker as compassionate and sensitive. 
However, passion is defined in part by dedication to personally meaningful values (Jachimowicz et al., 
2019), rather than values that are universally meaningful to all. As such, as long as the speaker is conveying 
and showing the personal meaning of what they are speaking about, observers should still view them as 
passionate, irrespective of whether they agree with the speaker entirely or not. 
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In terms of dedication, the study of passion in psychology has emphasized its 
ability to motivate individuals to achieve difficult goals and persevere in the face of 
setbacks (Frijda, Mesquita, Sonnemans & Van Goozen, 1991). In fact, the concept of grit 
explicitly invokes passion as a necessary quality (the other being perseverance) when 
working towards longer-term, difficult goals (Duckworth et al., 2007). Duckworth and 
colleagues (2007) indeed find that individuals who are grittier are disproportionately 
represented among those with undergraduate and postgraduate degrees, in addition to 
having higher GPAs on average. As such, when observers see an individual displaying 
passion, based on their intuitive understanding of passion, they may infer that the 
displayer exhibits other qualities associated with passion, including extreme motivation 
and dedication. This “reverse appraisal” process, whereby individuals infer the mental 
states of counterparts based on their expressed emotions, has been shown to reliably 
occur across both competitive and cooperative contexts (de Melo, Carnevale, Read & 
Gratch, 2014). 
In terms of dynamism, passion is identified in individuals largely by how they 
present themselves in terms of their voice, gesturing, and facial expressions (Li, Chen, 
Kotha & Fisher, 2017). In developing a scale to characterize passion in entrepreneurs, 
Chen, Yao and Kotha (2009) find that energetic body movements, rich body language, 
animated facial expressions, frequent gesturing, a face that lights up when speaking, and 
varied pitch and tone of voice all relate to observers’ perceptions of passion in a speaker. 
Passionate speakers are by definition apt to be quite energetic, one subcomponent of the 
dynamism dimension of implicit leadership (Epitropaki & Martin, 2004), when an 
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important value or preference is invoked. High energy, positive leaders are also known to 
transfer emotions to their subordinates via the process of emotional contagion (Erez, 
Misangyi, Johnson, LePine & Halverson, 2008). In the case of positive passion 
especially, the contagion-induced increase in observers’ positivity should broadly 
enhance positive judgments about passionate leaders (Nisbett & Wilson, 1977), including 
judgments of dynamism. 
Although the fourth dimension of implicit leadership, intelligence, is not directly 
linked to passion necessarily, there is some evidence to indicate that passionate speakers 
may be seen as more intelligent. Schroeder and Epley (2015) directly test the proposition 
that simply hearing one talk may influence judgments of intelligence by varying whether 
participants heard a transcript spoken aloud versus just reading the text of the transcript. 
Across several studies, the authors find that hearing someone speak rather than reading 
what they said in text form increases perceptions that the speaker is competent and 
intelligent. As the authors note, “Changes in the tone, cadence, and pitch of an 
individual’s voice, for example, may reveal the process of thinking and reasoning while it 
is happening, thereby conveying the presence of mental capacity more clearly than would 
the semantic content of language alone” (Schroeder & Epley, 2015: 1-2). Given that 
passion is defined in part by varying tone and pitch of voice (Chen, Yao & Kotha, 2009), 
there is preliminary evidence to suggest that passionate speakers may also be seen as 
more intelligent. However, there is not yet sufficient evidence to show that passion is 
directly related to perceptions of intelligence, so it will not be explicitly hypothesized. 
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Negative Passion and Dominance 
While most studies define passion as being a positively-valenced emotion 
(Cardon, Wincent, Singh & Drnovsek, 2009), other definitions do suggest that it can 
contain negatively-valenced elements as well (Chen, Yao & Kotha, 2009; Perrewé et al., 
2014), as when a leader pounds her fist on the table when discussing a topic about which 
she is passionate. I argue that negative forms of passion should still cause individuals to 
be seen as leader-like and, thus, achieve higher status. The reason for this is because 
negative forms of passion may convey dominance, a quality often seen as a leader-like 
(Anderson & Kilduff, 2009a). 
The oft-positive relationship between dominance and leadership emergence is 
complicated by the fact that dominance is not directly associated with prototypical 
leadership qualities. In general, the abilities needed to become a leader are broken down 
into two categories: social skills and task-based skills (Lord, 1985). Given that 
dominance is not related to cognitive ability (Dodge, 1937) and may only be tangentially 
related to certain social and interpersonal skills (Hall, Halberstadt & O’Brien, 1997), it 
initially appears to be paradoxical how both a large-scale review (Judge, Bono, Ilies & 
Gerhardt, 2002) and meta-analysis (Lord, De Vader & Alliger, 1986) have shown 
dominance to consistently predict leadership emergence in groups. In fact, the tyranny 
dimension of implicit leadership theory, which contains dominance as a subcomponent, is 
viewed as antiprototypical in terms of leader-like behaviors (Epitropaki & Martin, 2004). 
Anderson and Kilduff (2009a: 492) summarize the ostensible complexity around the 
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issue of dominance and leadership in stating, “Why trait dominance leads to influence in 
face-to-face groups is a mystery, therefore, because dominance is unrelated to many of 
the competencies required to attain influence.” 
 Attempting to unveil a resolution to the paradox of why dominant behaviors 
frequently lead to leadership emergence and status accrual, Anderson and Kilduff (2009a) 
propose that dominance may cause others to view one as competent. Per status 
characteristics theory (Berger, Cohen & Zelditch, 1972), since abilities of different group 
members may not always be immediately visible to each other, status is often bestowed 
to those who appear to be competent based on their observable characteristics and 
behaviors. Scholars in particular have found that behaviors such as assertive, fluid speech 
(Carli, LaFleur & Loeber, 1995) and an expansive posture (Imada & Hakel, 1977) result 
in more positive perceptions, including of one’s competence. Because dominant people 
tend to naturally speak more assertively (Aries, Gold & Weigel, 1983) and adopt 
expansive postures (Buss, 1981), they are likely to be viewed as more competent and, 
thus, as being more capable of leading a group. Anderson and Kilduff (2009a) find across 
several studies that individuals higher in trait dominance enact more discrete behaviors 
that signal competence, leading both group members and outside observers to rate them 
as more competent. 
 Negative forms of passion should be associated with dominant, competence-
signaling behaviors that, in turn, result in more status and influence in groups. As 
discussed, passion is characterized in part by dynamic use of one’s voice (i.e., varied 
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pitch and tone) as well as rich body language (Chen, Yao & Kotha, 2009). When these 
discrete behaviors are accompanied by negatively-valenced facial emotions and more 
assertive speech patterns, this should cause observers to view the speaker as dominant 
and, thus, more competent. Given that competence is a key factor in determining who 
garners status (Bergen, Cohen & Zelditch, 1972), when group members display more 
negatively-valenced forms of passion, they should achieve higher status. Although not 
studying dominance in particular, Tiedens (2001) finds that displays of anger, which she 
indicates can cause people to be seen as “dominant [and] strong” (pg. 87), are indeed 
associated with status gains in groups and organizations. 
Relating negative passion back to implicit leadership theory, of the four 
dimensions of implicit leadership theory discussed above, perhaps only sensitivity (with 
“warm” being one subcomponent; Epitropaki & Martin, 2004) is likely to be diminished 
by negative forms of passion. However, given that “one meta-analysis of 85 years of 
research found trait dominance to predict who emerges as the leader in groups more 
consistently than any other individual-difference dimension” (Anderson & Kilduff, 
2009a: 491), it is likely that the conveyance of dominance resulting from negative forms 
of passion should still result in status gains despite the fact that people expressing 
negatively-valenced emotions are simultaneously seen as being less sensitive. Based 
upon the preceding theorizing, I expect that negative forms of passion (distinguished 
from anger by being higher arousal and tied to an issue of personal value and meaning; 
Jachimowicz et al., 2019) will still result in individuals being viewed as leader-like by 
enhancing perceptions of dominance and competence, in addition to the previously 
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discussed dimensions of dedication and dynamism that are associated with passion more 
generally. 
H1: Displays of positively- or negatively-valenced passion are positively related 
with status, such that people who display passion more intensely and frequently 
will achieve higher status. 
To summarize, individuals who display passion will gain higher status because, in 
the case of positively-valenced passion, observers will perceive the displayer to be more 
sensitive, dedicated, and dynamic. In the case of negatively-valenced passion, observers 
will perceive the displayer to be more dominant and competent. Thus, I propose different 
mediators leading from positively or negatively-valenced passion to higher status. 
H2: The positive relationship between displays of positively-valenced passion and 
status will be mediated by observers’ perceptions that the displayer is sensitive, 
dedicated, and dynamic. 
H3: The positive relationship between displays of negatively-valenced passion 
and status will be mediated by observers’ perceptions that the displayer is 
dominant and competent. 
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GENDER DIFFERENCES IN THE STATUS BENEFITS OF PASSIONATE 
DISPLAYS 
 While the preceding theorizing suggests that the status benefits of passion should 
accrue to all individuals, beliefs about appropriate behaviors differ greatly between 
demographic groups. Most notable perhaps are the differences in expectations for men 
versus women, particularly as these expectations pertain to leadership behaviors. 
Leadership, and its concomitant behaviors, is often equated with masculinity in lay 
people’s minds (Lord, De Vader & Alliger, 1986). Thus, women, who tend to be more 
sensitive and enact more relationship-building behaviors, are often seen as being at a 
disadvantage when it comes to attaining leadership roles (Deal & Stevenson, 1998), 
running up against the proverbial “glass ceiling” (Morrison, White & Van Velsor, 1992). 
Although the fact that women who are viewed as sensitive may have trouble reaching 
higher echelons of leadership seems to be at odds with the fact that sensitivity is a 
primary component of implicit leadership theory, this can be largely reconciled by further 
examining the gender of the perceiver. In particular, men tend to view dominant 
behaviors as more prototypical of their ideal leader, whereas women view their ideal 
leader as being more sensitive (Deal & Stevenson, 1998; Epitropaki & Martin, 2004). 
Since men are disproportionately represented in upper management roles, this may result 
in it being easier for more dominant men, rather than more sensitive women, to emerge as 
leaders. 
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The issues for women in organizations compound when considering the fact that 
even when women attempt to enact more prototypical leadership behaviors, they are 
viewed more negatively because such behavior contrasts with their historical social role 
(Eagly, Wood & Diekman, 2000). Butler and Geis (1990) show that female leaders 
providing suggestions to groups elicit more negative affect from group members than do 
male leaders providing the same suggestions. Heilman and Chen (2005) go a step further 
in demonstrating the disadvantages women face in organizations, both in leadership and 
non-managerial roles: whereas men are rewarded for behaving altruistically, in part 
because such behavior is not typically expected of them, women are not evaluated more 
favorably when being altruistic. Worse yet, the authors show that women are judged less 
favorably when they do not behave altruistically. Thus, women performing 
stereotypically positive behaviors at work are not rewarded for such behavior because it 
is expected of them – but they are also punished if they do not perform the positive 
behaviors. In a meta-analysis, Eagly and colleagues (1992) confirm that female leaders 
attempting to invoke autocratic leadership styles, typically thought to be more masculine, 
are viewed more negatively than men enacting the same leadership behaviors. In sum, 
numerous studies have shown that women in organizations are at a disadvantage in that 
they are punished for behaving in leader-like ways. 
 One additional way in which women tend to be denigrated in organizations is for 
being overly emotional, a largely negative attribute in organizations (Ashforth & 
Humphrey, 1995). While numerous studies have shown the stereotype that women are 
more emotional than men to be false (e.g., Fischer, 1993), this idea is still pervasive 
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(Barrett & Bliss-Moreau, 2009; Else-Quest, Higgins, Allison & Morton, 2012). Even 
though women may not in fact be more emotional than men, when they engage in high 
intensity emotional displays, they may still be judged more harshly than men because of 
this ongoing perception. Moreover, men’s emotional displays are generally seen as less 
problematic at work because these displays have historically been viewed in positive 
terms indicative of strength (e.g., “he’s emotional because he is passionate and cares so 
much”), whereas women’s emotional displays were viewed in more negative terms 
indicative of fragility and “lacking a kind of potency” (Shields, 2005: 5). Indeed, women 
expressing anger are often perceived as being “out of control” and are, thus, less likely to 
be conferred status in groups than men expressing similar levels of anger (Brescoll & 
Uhlmann, 2008). Since organizations are often viewed as rational systems, with formal 
goals (Simon, 1979) and a bureaucratic structure designed to optimally achieve said goals 
(Weber, 1946), emotions have sometimes been viewed as anathema to organizations 
(Putnam & Mumby, 1993). Thus, the fact that women are viewed as more emotional than 
men, even though it has been largely refuted, can cause problems for women’s 
advancement and success in organizations because it runs counter to certain prevailing 
notions about organizations. As workplaces change with the influx of more liberal and 
accepting millennials (Deal, Altman & Rogelberg, 2010), emotionality may start to be 
seen as more beneficial, and even necessary to be an effective organization. However, for 
the time being, I base my argumentation on these prevailing notions still unfortunately 
held in many organizations. 
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Passion, given that it is an intense, high arousal emotion, may contribute to 
women being viewed as more emotional, which should detract from their organizational 
status. Wolf et al. (2016) outline the potential consequences of expressing negative 
emotions (e.g., distress) as well as the benefits of publicly reframing negative emotional 
displays as something more socially-sanctioned: passion. Organizational display rules, as 
well as emotional culture (Barsade & O’Neill, 2014), dictate that certain emotions are 
more or less acceptable depending on the organizational context. Negative emotions 
specifically are often discouraged, especially in client-facing service roles (Hochschild, 
1983). While it may be most beneficial for employees to completely curtail negative 
emotional displays, some negative emotional displays may be unavoidable at times. In 
cases like this, Wolf and colleagues (2016) find that employees are best served by 
publicly reframing negative emotional displays as resulting from passion – that is, 
employees are rated as more competent when, after displaying a negative emotion, they 
say, “I’m sorry, I am just really passionate about this,” rather than saying they are just 
emotional.  When this public attempt to alter others’ attributions does not occur, however, 
since passion is such an intense emotion and stereotypes about women being more 
emotional than men still pervade organizations, passionate women are likely to be viewed 
as overly emotional, thereby harming perceptions of their competence (Glick & Fiske, 
1996). In sum, whereas men may consistently receive credit for being sensitive, 
dedicated, and dynamic when displaying passion, I predict that women may instead be 
seen as overly emotional. This will lead the hypothesized positive relationship between 
passion and status to be attenuated for women. 
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H4: The positive relationship between passion and status is moderated by gender, 
such that women will gain less status by displaying passion than will men. 
The preceding theorizing mentions two possible reasons why women may gain 
fewer status benefits from displaying passion. By displaying extreme emotions, women 
may be seen as “out of control” (Brescoll & Uhlmann, 2008) or overly emotional. Given 
that these two variables are hypothesized to serve as mediators of the moderated 
relationship between passion and status, I propose the following moderated mediation. 
H5: Women will gain less status by displaying passion than will men because they 
will be viewed as being “out of control” and overly emotional as compared to 
men. 
PASSION OVER TIME: EXPLORATORY LONGITUDINAL HYPOTHESES 
 While passion is often tied to a particular issue, object, preference, or value 
(Jachimowicz et al., 2019; Rony, 1990), suggesting that its expression may exhibit a great 
deal of within-person variability, people also have emotional tendencies, akin to 
personality, in the form of trait positive or negative affect (Watson & Clark, 1984). This 
suggests that displays of passion within individuals could be relatively consistent over 
time. If that is the case, it becomes important to understand not only how a single 
passionate display is perceived by observers but also how passion displayed on numerous 
occasions, perhaps even over a period of several years, is interpreted and perceived by 
observers. 
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 On the one hand, consistent behavioral displays over time are likely to be seen a 
part of one’s personality, which can enhance the benefits that accrue to the displayers. 
One of the dimensions of attribution theory is consistency (Kelley, 1973). Behaviors that 
are displayed frequently, rather than only occasionally, are more likely to be internally 
attributed because this suggests to observers that the displayer performs the behavior 
consistently across time and regardless of social context. In this way, consistent behaviors 
are more likely to be seen as part of one’s personality rather than being incited by the 
situation (Kenrick & Funder, 1988). For these reasons, consistent emotional displays are 
also more likely to be internally attributed. When such behaviors convey salutary 
attributes, as does passion, the perceptual benefits that result – that is, this is a person 
who is sensitive, dedicated, and dynamic in the case of positively-valenced passion, or 
this is a person who is dominant and competent, in the case of negatively-valenced 
passion – will be ascribed more directly to the person rather than being diffused across 
multiple causes. The status gains hypothesized to result from singular displays of passion 
could become greater when passion is displayed consistently over time, as a result. 
H6: The status gains associated with displaying passion will become greater the 
more consistently passion is displayed over time. 
 On the other hand, consistent behavioral displays can cause observers to become 
inured to their impact. Habituation defines the process by which people exhibit a 
decreased response to repeated stimulation (Groves & Thompson, 1970). This process of 
habituation has been shown in a number of realms, but particularly in the interpersonal 
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realm – that is, as people get to know each other better over time, they may actually like 
each other less. Pushing back against the theory of mere exposure, which suggests that 
more exposure to a stimulus increases liking, Norton, Frost, and Ariely (2007) draw upon 
the idea of habituation to illustrate how it is indeed possible for people to like each other 
less over time. Across several laboratory studies and an online dating sample, the authors 
show that the more information people obtain about others, the less they will tend to like 
each other. This finding stands in contrast to research on mere exposure, which would 
otherwise suggest that people will like each other more as they learn more learn about 
one another, by explaining that habituation can occur even in the interpersonal realm. 
Even with more extreme, salient behaviors, habituation has been shown to involve 
neurophysiological changes in the brain that occur automatically in response to repeated 
stimulation (see Groves & Thompson, 1970, for a discussion and review). Thus, even 
though passion is an intense, high arousal emotion, whereas observers might take notice 
and respond quite positively upon first witnessing a person displaying passion, they could 
perhaps habituate to these displays over time, causing them to respond and react less 
noticeably. If the benefits of passionate displays are predicated upon observers’ 
perceptions and behavioral responses, as hypothesized, these attenuated responses 
suggest that consistent displays of passion could result in decreased status gains over 
time. 
 In addition, consistent passion could become annoying to others. One of the 
primary factors that leads a behavior to be perceived as annoying is its repetitiveness 
(Kowalski, 2003). Although an ostensibly positive behavior like passion should be less 
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likely to cause annoyance than a more negative behavior, like complaining (Kowalski, 
1996, 2003), there is still some evidence that even positive behaviors that are repetitive 
and excessive can be viewed negatively. Cunningham and colleagues (2005) coin the 
term “social allergen” to describe repetitive interpersonal behaviors that increasingly 
annoy others over time. Joshanloo and Weijers (2014) review a large amount of literature 
showing that some people, and certain cultures, find even too much happiness to be 
aversive. While little research has directly examined the question of high energy and 
positivity annoying others, a great deal of popular press attempts to answer the question, 
“Why are happy people so annoying?” (Robbins, 2012). Part of the answer may come 
from the fact that overly happy people are seen as naïve, allowing others to take 
advantage of them (Barasch et al., 2016). While happiness is distinct from passion, the 
high energy nature of passion may also be come to be seen as excessive, repetitive, and 
annoying over time. 
H7: The status gains associated with displaying passion will be reduced the more 
consistently passion is displayed over time. 
STUDY 1: PASSION AND STATUS IN THE UNITED STATES CONGRESS 
Context, Data Collection, and Procedure 
 The United States Congress is the legislative branch of the United States 
government, consisting of the Senate and the House of Representatives. There are 100 
Senators (2 per state) and 435 representatives in the House (with the number per state 
being proportional to the population of the state). Being elected by a popular vote and 
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tasked with writing and garnering support for new bills, Congress members must be 
leaders in the sense of being charismatic and persuasive enough to gain wide swaths of 
support from both voters, in order to be reelected every two years, and other Congress 
members, in order to increase the chances of their sponsored bills eventually becoming 
laws. Thus, the respect and prominence afforded by higher status is important in getting 
the job done successfully. 
In study 1, to test the relationship between passion and status, I make use of text, 
audio, and visual data from members of the United States Congress from 2001-2015. 
These years represent seven sessions of Congress (107th Congress, meeting from 2001-
2003, to the 113th Congress, meeting from 2013-2015) and were chosen because they 
represent the years in which the most complete transcript data from Congressional 
Hearings is available on the Congressional Record,3 whereby all the words spoken on the 
House and Senate floor are recorded daily. Data from the Congressional Record is 
publicly available online. While this transcript data was not explicitly used in the final 
analyses, I did do a spot check on approximately 100 videos whereby I compared what 
was being said in the video to what was recorded in the Congressional Record transcript. 
C-SPAN Video Data Collection 
To begin data collection, I first wrote a Python script to scrape the Congressional 
Hearing transcripts for all House, Senate, and joint committees from the 99th Congress 
(1985-1987) to the 113th Congress (2013-2015). I organized these transcripts in folders 
                                                 
3 https://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/browse/collection.action?collectionCode=CHRG 
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by speaker-date. I initially planned to conduct a study solely using Natural Language 
Processing on the words spoken in these transcripts. However, I realized that this study 
would be limited, as people would reasonably critique that the words being said could 
matter far less than how they are said (e.g., different tone or affect). Upon reading a study 
on Congress members from C-SPAN (Brescoll, 2012) in early 2016, I decided to also 
automate the collection of tens of thousands of videos corresponding to these transcripts 
to analyze the nonverbal aspects of Congress members’ communication. Given the public 
nature of government, most House and Senate sessions are video recorded and made 
publicly available on C-SPAN, a public access television channel, with past videos also 
available on its website, C-SPAN.org, where I collected them. 
I then started exploring ways to scrape C-SPAN videos4. Based upon the 
exhaustive list of names of Congress members from the downloaded transcripts, I then 
wrote a Python script to collect the “person_id” variable of each Congress member from 
the C-SPAN URL. This allowed me to search for all the videos within a given timeframe 
for each Congress member. I collected only the videos that corresponded to a specific 
date that the given Congress member spoke, based on the text transcripts from the 
Congressional Record. For instance, if the Congressional Record transcripts indicate that 
                                                 
4 Given that these videos are in the public domain, I was informed by Wharton Computing via e-mail in 
late 2016 that it is legal to web scrape and use them. C-SPAN’s website (https://www.c-
span.org/about/copyrightsAndLicensing/) also indicates the following: “Video coverage of the debates 
originating from the chambers of the U.S. House of Representatives and the U.S. Senate is in the public 
domain and as such, may be used without restriction or attribution.” 
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Chris Dodd spoke on March 18, 2012, I then searched C-SPAN for the video of the 
House or Senate proceedings from that day. 
My initial plan was to download the entire video corresponding to the given date. 
However, I discovered that many of these videos were recordings of the entirety of a 
given House or Senate sessions, which were sometimes upwards of 4 hours. Not only did 
these take a very long time to download, but they occupied an inordinate amount of 
computer hard drive space and memory. To address this, I had to do two things. First, I 
created a text file that contained the times that each given person was speaking during the 
proceedings. Fortunately, more recent videos on C-SPAN contain a transcript of the 
words spoken, along with who was speaking. This allowed me to write a Python script 
whereby I searched the HTML of the C-SPAN video to select out the times when my 
speaker of interest was talking. Second, I now needed a way to download only the 
portions of the video where the speaker of interest was talking. Unfortunately, C-SPAN’s 
website only allows downloading the full video. As such, I used a Linux program called 
RTMPDump to capture only the portion of the video where the person of interest was 
speaking. RTMPDump is a module that can be used on Linux computers that allows 
users to download a video based on the video’s unique RTMP stream. RTMPDump also 
allows users to download only certain portions of longer videos. I spent several months 
running RTMPDump on my list of ~50,000 video URLs (also containing the times of the 
video I wanted to download). Upon finishing downloading all of the video snippets and 
deleting videos that were either too small (less than 140 kb) or too large (greater than 14 
MB), indicating that there was a problem with the given video, I was left with 34,637 
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videos for further processing. Again, at this step, I watched a random sample of about 
100 videos to ensure that the videos that were left in my sample were of high quality. In 
all cases, the videos I checked showed only the person of interest speaking, as intended. 
 This massively longitudinal video data set of Congress members is particularly 
useful for the study of passion and status for a number of reasons. First, the longitudinal 
nature of the data, with datapoints on many Congress members over a number of years or 
even decades, allows complex dynamics regarding the relationship between passion and 
status over time to be determined (i.e., does consistent passion lead to greater or less 
status). Second, the data is ecologically valid in that the data contains real-life behaviors 
of members in Congress. Third, the multimodal nature of this public data – text, audio, 
and video – allows for a comprehensive and granular characterization of passion. Last, 
the use of U.S. government data is beneficial because status in Congress can be measured 
in a number of ways, as has been done in recent studies (Brescoll, 2012). 
 Upon collecting these videos, I gave each Congress Member a numerical passion 
score that indicates how passionate they were for each given daily session of Congress in 
which they spoke, aggregated across all of the times that he or she spoke in the session. 
In addition, each Congress member’s status was measured in several ways, as outlined 
below. 
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Measures 
 Passion 
 Passion is characterized by energetic body movements, intensity of facial 
expressions, and varied tone/pitch/cadence of voice (Chen, Yao & Kotha, 2009). Humans 
often code videos in organizational behavior studies with smaller samples to capture 
various behaviors. Given the vast size of the dataset, however, it is more practical to use 
computer-based coding in this context. Computational analysis is useful technique 
because there is perfect reliability, meaning that running the same algorithm on the same 
data will always result in the same result, which is not the case with human coders 
(Curhan & Pentland, 2007). On the other hand, because each video was not watched by a 
human, there is a possibility that errors exist in some videos. Given the sheer number of 
videos, it is highly unlikely that this would bias the results in a tangible way, but it is a 
key risk to account for as datasets get larger and computational analysis is used more 
frequently. 
 To proxy for energetic body movements, a module in the Python programming 
language called OpenCV was used on the downloaded C-SPAN videos 
(http://opencv.org/). One particular use of this module allows a user to put a black 
“mask” over a video. This mask remains black until there is movement in the video, at 
which time the pixels turn white. The user can then tally the number of times any pixels 
turned white, providing an indication of how much movement occurred5. While this 
                                                 
5 All proofs of concept of the methods used herein are available upon request from the author. 
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method of measuring movement is relatively coarse, in that it only measures that 
movement occurred but not what type of movement occurred exactly, it provides a good 
first step in measuring the gesturing component of passion. An initial test of this method 
shows that it does discriminate well between Congress members who barely move at all, 
those who make a small number of gestures, and those who gesture quite emphatically 
and frequently. 
 To measure facial emotions, I used a program called Emotient. Emotient detects 
faces in videos automatically and codes for seven primary emotions. An initial test of this 
method shows that the face cannot be detected for some of the time in C-SPAN videos, 
given that the camera angle is often a bit off center and above the person speaking. 
However, Emotient is nearly always able to recognize the face for at least part of the 
time. As such, to calculate this variable, I took the average and standard deviation of the 
available data points for each of the seven emotions, although I was be primarily 
interested in joy and anger values to decipher positive versus negative passion. Also, 
Emotient measures joy and anger more reliably than surprise and disgust, which have 
very low base rates and little variance. 
I used the facial emotion data to characterize passion as either positively or 
negatively-valenced – that is, passion conveyed with more positive emotions, such as 
happiness, is characterized as positive passion, and passion conveyed with more negative 
emotions, such as anger, is characterized as negative passion. Given that the correlation 
between joy and anger in my data was -0.30 (Table 1), this suggests that simultaneous joy 
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and anger seldom coexist within the same speaker on a given day. As such, positive 
passion for each person in a given session was calculated as the average of how much 
they gestured, how much their voice pitch varied (i.e., standard deviation of pitch), and 
how much joy they displayed on their face. Negative passion was calculated similarly as 
the average of gesturing, standard deviation of pitch, and how much anger they displayed 
on their face. 
 To measure varying pitch and tone of voice, I used a program called Praat 
(http://www.fon.hum.uva.nl/praat/). Praat is a vocal analysis program, often used by 
linguists (e.g., Apicella, Feinberg & Marlowe, 2007). With Praat, pitch and tone of voice 
can be captured every 100th of a second. Given that I am interested in the dynamism with 
which each Congress person speaks, I took the standard deviation of the pitch and tone 
variables displayed within Praat for each person. In this way, a low standard deviation 
indicates that someone is speaking in a monotonic manner, whereas a high standard 
deviation indicates that someone is speaking in a more dynamic manner. 
 Each of the three components of passion outlined above gives a single numerical 
value for each person-session. Since each session often consists of a given Congress 
member speaking several different times, I averaged the passion score across each 
speaking turn to obtain an overall passion score for that person in the specific session. To 
calculate this overall passion score, I normalized the values for each of the above 
components and average them for each Congress member. As supplemental analysis to 
further understand the dynamic outcomes associated with passionate displays, I also 
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examine how each of the three subcomponents of passion separately impact status. These 
analyses are shown in tables A1-A4 in the Appendix. 
Status 
I measure status in three ways: position in Congressional committees, funding, 
and vote percentage. Having three different measures helps capture the complexity of 
status within Congress. As discussed in the theory section, status can differ depending on 
who is judging it. In the case of Congress, status judgments can come from insiders or 
outsiders. To ensure I am capturing the full breadth of what status means in Congress, I 
used position in Congressional committees and funding as measures of insider status, and 
I used vote percentage as a measure of outsider status. 
In my analyses, I first normalize and combine these three measures of status to 
form an overall status measure. However, given the differences between these three status 
measures, it is possible that they are not highly correlated. As such, I also examined each 
of these status measures separately. Any differences that emerge in how passion impacts 
different measures of status will be addressed in the Discussion section. 
Position. The first component of the status measure I used was the member’s 
position in Congress, as used by Brescoll (2012)6 in a study also examining power in 
                                                 
6 While I had planned to base my measure of status on Brescoll’s (2012) four-part measure of status/power 
in Congress, the power ranking she used (http://knowlegis.net/powerrankings/) no longer appears to be 
presented in the same way in the Knowlegis software, as I learned on a phone call with a technical staff 
member at the company. As such, while I make use of the “position” variable used by Brescoll (2012), the 
other subdimensions of status that I am planning to measure are theoretically-derived in subsequent 
sections. 
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Congress. This variable is defined as their average ranking across all the committees of 
which they are a member. In the raw data, a lower number means a Congress member is 
higher ranked, so I reverse scored this such that a higher score equates with higher status 
in Congressional committees. This information on Congressional committees is available 
on either the Congressional Record (publicly available) or CQ Press’ U.S. Political Stats 
(http://library.cqpress.com/uspoliticalstats/). While tenure is one prominent consideration 
in appointing Congress members to high ranks in important committees, numerous other 
factors such as background, policy views, and willingness to support the party are also 
considered (Cann, 2008; Schneider, 2006). 
Funding. The second component of the status measure is data on federal election 
contributions. Both CQ Press’ U.S. Political Stats, as well as the Federal Election 
Commission (http://www.fec.gov/), have data on campaign receipts for every two-year 
election period. Campaign contributions, whether from individuals or political action 
committees, are likely to result in more respect and prominence, two key components of 
status (Djurdjevic et al., 2017). The larger amounts of money that one candidate receives 
over another may, in and of itself, indicate more respect and prominence. In addition, 
while all this information on campaign contributions is publicly available, most people 
likely do not compare every candidate’s fundraising. However, the media focuses a great 
deal of attention of campaign financing which can help increase the prominence and 
status of the Congress members with greater funding, as they now have more attention on 
them from a broader audience. 
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Vote Percentage. The third component of the status measure I used is voting data, 
namely, the percentage of the vote a given Congress member received in their election 
win. This data is also available for every election since 2001 on CQ Press’ U.S. Political 
Stats. While the second component of status, funding, may largely capture respect and 
prominence in the eyes of more official party affiliates or highly prominent individuals 
(e.g., wealthy individuals who have started super PACs), election data helps to capture 
respect and prominence in the eyes of a broader constituency. Indeed, political scientists 
have asserted that “the incumbent’s margin in the last election should provide an accurate 
gauge of his or her personal popularity” (Abramowitz, 1991: 39). Popularity, defined as 
being generally accepted by others, is conceptually linked to status (Scott & Judge, 
2009). 
As with passion, to calculate an overall status score, I normalized and averaged 
each of the three components of status outlined above for each Congress member. I then 
conducted two analyses. First, I examined the effects of passion on this overall status 
measure, which implicitly treats each component of status as equal in the calculation of 
overall status. The power rankings in Congress used by Brescoll (2012) utilized a similar 
methodology of equally-weighting each component of status. Since the power ranking 
used by Brescoll (2012) was theoretically-derived by numerous professors and political 
scientists7, this appears to be an appropriate way to measure status in Congress. Second, 
                                                 
7 http://knowlegis.net/powerrankings/#team 
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although I hypothesized about status broadly, given the theoretical differences between 
my status measures, I also explored how passion impacts each of them independently. 
Control Variables 
 To most accurately test the independent effect of passion, I control for a number 
of variables that may also influence status.  
 Tenure. Length of time at a company (i.e., tenure) can also relate to status. Indeed, 
because status is often so highly correlated with tenure, observational studies of status 
typically include tenure as a control variable (e.g., Ertug & Castellucci, 2013). Thus, I 
control for the number of years that a congressperson has been in Congress (available on 
the Congressional Directory and CQ Press’ U.S. Political Stats). 
 Political party affiliation. Status varies based on the political party of which one 
is a member (e.g., more power if sitting President is in your party; Atkeson & Partin, 
1995). I used a binary variable to indicate whether each Congress member identifies as 
Republican (available on the Congressional Directory and CQ Press’ U.S. Political Stats). 
 School Ranking. Human capital matters greatly in influencing status (Mincer, 
1958). Given variance in school quality, human capital is often operationalized by the 
ranking of undergraduate and graduate schools attended by an individual (e.g., Hitt, 
Bierman, Shimizu & Kochhar, 2001). For simplicity, I control for the education level of 
Congress members using a binary indicator for whether they attended graduate school. 
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This information is publicly available from the Congressional Directory and CQ Press’ 
U.S. Political Stats. 
STUDY 1: RESULTS 
 Means, standard deviations, and coefficient alphas for study variables are shown 
in Table 1. A few correlations are notable. Expressions of joy and anger among Congress 
members in this sample are correlated at -0.30. Although trait positive affect and negative 
affect (similar to joy and anger, respectively) are theoretically and empirically 
uncorrelated in the PANAS scale over time (Watson, Clark & Tellegen, 1988), when 
measured at the same time they are often moderately inversely correlated in the range of -
0.12 to -0.23 (Crawford & Henry, 2004). In addition, while expressions of joy and anger 
are each correlated 0.55 with positive passion and negative passion, respectively, joy is 
correlated -0.19 with negative passion and anger is correlated -0.18 with positive passion. 
These correlations correspond closely to theoretical and empirical expectations. 
It is worth noting that the three variables constituting my passion measure—
gesturing, standard deviation of pitch, and facial emotions—are correlated less highly 
than expected. The highest correlation is 0.09 between gesturing and standard deviation 
of pitch, which is significant at the 0.05 significance level. Otherwise, the correlations 
between other aspects of passion are approaching zero. This is not a problem for creating 
a passion measure as the three underlying components are formative, or causal, indicators 
of passion and are, thus, not expected to necessarily always coexist in a passionate 
display (Bollen & Bauldry, 2011; Edwards & Bagozzi, 2000; MacKenzie, Podsakoff & 
Jarvis, 2005). As Bollen and Bauldry (2011: 273) state, “with a set of causal indicators, 
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any type of correlation (including no correlation) is possible.” MacKenzie et al. (2005: 
712) further explain that the “full meaning of the composite latent construct is derived 
from its measures…unlike reflective measures that individually tap the entire conceptual 
domain, formative measures only capture the entire conceptual domain as a group.” By 
definition, passion is defined by a person displaying expressive facial emotions, speaking 
with a dynamic voice, and gesturing (Chen, Yao & Kotha, 2009); however, that does not 
mean that every passionate person displays all of these each time they display passion. It 
is likely that certain people display their passion more through their face, voice, or 
gesturing, rather than all three simultaneously. In this way, per the definition of formative 
indicators, these three characteristics of passion collectively define the construct, yet they 
each define a unique aspect of passion (MacKenzie et al., 2005). When all three 
components of passion do exist simultaneously in a speech, the level of passion perceived 
by observers should be higher, also in line with the theory and definition of formative 
indicators. 
To test Hypotheses 1 and 4, hierarchical ordinary least squares (OLS) regressions 
analyses were conducted predicting status (overall status with 3 subcomponents 
normalized and averaged, as well as each of three components as separate DVs) from 
passion, the interaction between passion and gender (to test Hypothesis 4), and the 
control variables. Results for positive passion are shown in Table 2 and for negative 
passion in Table 3. Per Aiken & West’s (1991) recommendations, step 1 of the 
hierarchical regression includes only control variables—tenure in Congress, political 
party (Republican or non-Republican), whether the Congress member has an advanced 
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degree past a Bachelor’s degree—as well as gender. Passion was added in the second step 
of the regression, followed last by the interaction between passion and gender in the final 
step. 
Hypothesis 1 suggests that passion, either positive or negative, positively predicts 
status. Neither positive passion (b = 0.06, s.e. = .08, ns) nor negative passion (b = 0.08, 
s.e. = .08, ns) predicted overall status as measured by the average of the three 
subcomponents. However, once the subcomponents were divided, some interesting 
patterns emerged. As such, further analyses were shown with each subcomponent of 
status split out into separate analyses. Step 2 of Table 2 shows that positive passion does 
not significantly relate to committee position (b = 0.01, s.e. = .10, ns) or amount of 
funding (b = -0.04, s.e. = .08, ns), but it does significantly relate to vote percentage (b = 
0.28, s.e. = .13, p = .03). Step 3 of Table 3 shows that negative passion similarly does not 
relate to committee position (b = 0.04, s.e. = .10, ns) or amount of funding (b = -0.01, s.e. 
= .08, ns), but does relate to vote percentage (b = 0.25, s.e. = .12, p = .04). Thus, 
hypothesis 1 is supported only for vote percentage. 
Hypothesis 4 suggests that passion, either positive or negative, interacts with 
gender such that women gain less status from displays of passion than do men. Neither 
positive passion (b = 0.02, s.e. = .20, ns) nor negative passion (b = -0.06, s.e. = .21, ns) 
interacted with gender to predict overall status. Thus, as in Hypothesis 1, I split status 
into its three subcomponents for further analysis. Step 3 of Table 2 shows no significant 
interaction between positive passion and gender in predicting committee rank (b = 0.04, 
s.e. = .26, ns). However, there is a significant interaction between positive passion and 
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gender in predicting funding (b = -0.55, s.e. = .23, p = .02) and vote percentage (b = 0.92, 
s.e. = .37, p = .01). Interestingly, as shown in Figures 1 and 2, these interactions 
unexpectedly move in opposite directions, such that women are harmed more than men in 
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terms of funding when displaying positive passion, whereas women are benefited more 
than men in terms of vote percentage when displaying positive passion. The implications 
of these opposing interactions will be addressed in the Discussion section. Step 3 of 
Table 3 shows that none of the interactions between negative passion and gender are 
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significant. Thus, hypothesis 4 is supported only for funding, and the interaction goes in 
the opposite direction as expected for vote percentage. 
To test hypotheses 6 and 7, which examine the longitudinal effects of passionate 
displays on status, I make use of mixed-effects growth models (Bliese & Ployhart, 2002). 
More specifically, I draw on a technique extensively used in the management literature 
whereby the empirical Bayes slope for each individual in the sample is extracted from the 
growth models (e.g., Chen, 2005; Chen, Ployhart, Thomas, Anderson & Bliese, 2011). In 
this case, a line of best fit is drawn through each individual’s passion scores in the dataset 
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over time (at the video-date level), with the empirical Bayes coefficient being the slope of 
this line. Higher values indicate that the individual displays a high level of passion 
consistently (or increasingly so) over time. These empirical Bayes estimates are then used 
in regressions to conduct longitudinal analyses at the individual-level. Empirical Bayes 
coefficients are also used for the dependent variables in these analyses. Tables 4 and 5 
show the regression tables using empirical Bayes estimates for positive passion and 
negative passion, respectively. A positive coefficient in these examples would suggest 
that consistent—or increasingly intense—displays of passion lead to increases in 
committee ranking/funding/vote percentage, and vice versa for negative coefficients. Of 
note, as with most big data, the coefficients associated with these regressions are 
relatively low given the large number of observations for each individual (George, 
Osinga, Lavie & Scott, 2016), as well as the fact that passion is unlikely to be strongly 
displayed every time a person speaks given that it is not a personality trait but an 
emotional display tied only to certain topics of importance to an individual (Jachimowicz 
et al., 2019). 
Hypotheses 6 and 7 were competing hypotheses about whether the hypothesized 
status gains associated with passion would be amplified or mitigated, respectively, when 
passion is displayed consistently over time. Step 2 of Table 4 shows that consistent 
displays of positive passion do not relate to committee ranking (b = 0.04, s.e. = .08, ns), 
but they do negatively relate to funding (b = -0.96, s.e. = .08, p < .001) and positively 
relate to vote percentage (b = 1.01, s.e. = .16, p < .001). Step 2 of Table 5 shows that 
consistent displays of negative passion similarly negatively relate to funding (b = -0.68, 
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s.e. = .05, p = < .001) and positively relate to vote percentage (b = 0.40, s.e. = .11, p = < 
.001). However, in this case, consistent displays of negative passion also positively relate 
to committee ranking (b = 0.16, s.e. = .06, p = .01). In sum, consistent displays of either 
positive or negative passion harm one’s funding but help one’s vote percentage. In 
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addition, consistent displays of negative passion help one’s committee ranking. Overall, 
hypothesis 6 is supported in that both positive and negative passion have a positive main 
effect on vote percentage, and when either positive or negative passion is displayed 
consistently, the effect becomes increasingly large in the same direction. Step 3 of Tables 
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4 and 5 shows how the longitudinal effects differ for men and women, but the results are 
complex and beyond the scope of this dissertation.  
Supplemental Analyses 
 To further understand how passion impacts status, I ran additional analyses 
splitting out passion into its three subcomponents—gesturing, voice dynamism, and facial 
emotions—to see which subcomponent, if any, most impacts status judgments. Tables 
A1-A4 in the Appendix show the results of these analyses. 
 Since the majority of the significant effects of passion were on voting percentage, 
the bottom of Tables A1-A4 is most relevant. The results in the middle column of the 
tables show that gesturing appears to drive the majority of the effect of passion on vote 
percentage (b = 0.17, s.e. = .09, p = < .05). The same results for voice dynamism, joy, 
and anger were not significant. In terms of the gender interaction shown in the right 
column of the tables, both gesturing (b = 0.45, s.e. = .25, p = < .07) and voice dynamism 
(b = 0.51, s.e. = .26, p = < .06) have a marginally significant effect on the observed 
results. 
Examining this in a slightly different way, I look at dichotomous splits of the 
passion subcomponents to understand nonlinear effects (i.e., at the extremes, which 
subcomponent is most impactful). Nonlinear effects may be particularly important for 
understand passion because passion is by its nature an extreme emotion. 
To test this, I compared two splits of the data. The first split was examining just 
the Congress members who on average were +1 SD on voice dynamism and above the 
median on gesturing (n=44). The second split was examining just the Congress members 
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who on average were +1 SD on gesturing and above the median on voice dynamism 
(n=36). Both groups are passionate, but they are focusing the intensity of their passion on 
different channels—either primarily via gesturing or voice dynamism. I conducted a one-
way ANOVA comparing these data splits to one another. The results show that Congress 
members who display their passion primarily via voice (M = 0.70, SD = 0.89) received a 
significantly higher vote percentage than the rest of the sample (M = -0.04, SD = 0.99), 
F(1, 324) = 9.01, p < .01. On the other hand, Congress members who display their 
passion primarily via gesturing (M = 0.19, SD = 0.98) did not receive a significantly 
higher vote percentage than the rest of the sample (M = -0.01, SD = 1.00), F(1, 324) = 
0.34, ns. 
Although I did not hypothesize about the effects of passion subcomponents on 
status, the above results provide some tentative indication that modest amounts of 
gesturing, but more extreme vocal dynamism (e.g., modulating one’s pitch and tone of 
voice), may be one recipe for obtaining higher status. 
STUDY 1: DISCUSSION 
 In study 1, I found that Congress members who display more passion, either 
positive or negative, achieve a higher percentage of the vote on average in elections, but 
there is no effect on committee rank or funding. The impact of displays of positive 
passion on status also differed by gender in unexpected ways. While women expectedly 
are harmed more than men in terms of funding when displaying positive passion, they 
actually benefit more than men in terms of vote percentage when displaying positive 
passion. Last, the longitudinal effects of passion also differ by type of passion and status. 
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For both positive and negative passion, consistent displays harm funding over time and 
help vote percentage over time. Negative passion displayed consistently also positively 
impacted committee rank. 
 The fact that passion impacted only vote percentage, but not committee rank or 
funding, may relate to the venue under study herein. C-SPAN shows footage of the 
House and Senate floor for television viewing audiences. In some cases, few people are 
in the room when the Congress member is speaking. Indeed, televised speeches on the 
House and Senate floor are often seen only by viewers watching at home. Given the 
audience of consistent viewers is most frequently in the 18-34 year old range (Ipsos 
Audience Survey, 2017), it is perhaps expected that speeches on C-SPAN would have the 
largest net impact on the voting public, rather than on other Congress members or large 
funders. Although this naturally brings up the question of whether Congress members’ 
behavior on C-SPAN is generalizable to how they behave overall, given the large number 
of constituents that consistently watch C-SPAN (70 million people watched C-SPAN at 
some point in 2017, with 40% being consistent viewers of more than 5 years; Ipsos 
Audience Survey, 2017) it is unlikely they are altering their behavior drastically. While 
research into behavior of politicians on C-SPAN has shown that some politicians 
grandstand (Mixon Jr., Hobson & Upadhyaya, 2001), there is still a large swathe of 
viewers that watch C-SPAN for its “uniquely valuable” information (90% of C-SPAN 
viewers believe it is a valuable resource; Ipsos Audience Survey, 2017). Indeed, the fact 
that the proceedings are televised—in contrast to a typical organizational setting—could 
go one of two ways: politicians could grandstand more in order to stand out, but they 
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could also behave more cautiously because they know the recording of what they say and 
do is permanent and easily visible by a vast audience. Overall, I believe this sample is 
useful due to its extreme nature, whereby the mechanisms potentially at play, particularly 
in terms of observers’ judgments, can be more easily observed than in a comparatively 
more subdued setting (Eisenhardt, 1989; Yin, 1994). 
 The gender differences in the relationship between passion and status were 
contradictory depending on the status variable examined. As hypothesized, women were 
harmed more than men in terms of funding when displaying positive passion. This is line 
with predictions based on research showing that women’s displays of emotions are 
perceived differently than are men’s, and that women can often be viewed as being “out 
of control” when displaying extreme emotions like passion (Brescoll & Uhlmann, 2008). 
On the flip side, women actually benefitted more than men in terms of vote percentage 
when displaying positive passion. These opposite gender effects for funding versus vote 
percentage likely result from the differences between the wealthy large donors, who give 
an increasing amount of funding to government officials, and the general voting public. 
The large donors are likely to have a vested interest in maintaining the status quo (Jordan, 
Sivanathan & Galinsky, 2011) and their judgments of women, thus, are more likely to 
coincide with traditional gendered beliefs. The voting public, on the other hand, consists 
of a larger proportion of progressive individuals holding more modern views of women 
in positions of power. All in all, the differences in gender effects observed show that the 
audience matters greatly when it comes to bestowing status on individuals, and it would 
be prudent to account for the audience more in future studies of status. 
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 In terms of longitudinal effects, I proposed competing hypotheses about whether 
the effects of passion on status are amplified or dampened over time. Since passion only 
impacted vote percentage in the static analyses (hypothesis 1), it was only possible to test 
the longitudinal analysis with this dependent variable. When it comes to vote percentage, 
the results show that the effects of passion are largely amplified over time, such that if a 
little passion helps/hurts, then a lot of passion over time helps/hurts even more. This 
contradicts with predictions from habituation theory (hypothesis 7) likely because passion 
is such an extreme salient emotion that is more difficult to habituate to than some of the 
more subdued stimuli used in previous habituation studies, such as to consumer products 
(Wathieu, 2004). 
 In sum, study 1 showed that passion impacts status for men and women 
differently, and the audience matters greatly in terms of how much status is accrued. 
There was also weak support for the notion that observers do not habituate to passion 
displays over time. What remains to be examined are the mechanisms underlying these 
complex effects of passion on status, which is the focus of study 2. 
STUDY 2: LABORATORY STUDY FOCUSED ON MEDIATORS 
While study 1 is compelling in the sense that it occurs in a longitudinal and 
ecologically valid context, it does not offer the ability to test the mediators in my theory, 
specifically in the form of observers’ perceptions of leader-like traits (i.e., sensitivity, 
dedication, dynamism, dominance, competence). As such, I conducted a laboratory study 
focusing on leaders displaying positive versus negative passion in a speech, which 
allowed me to examine the proposed mediators, as formalized in H2, H3, and H5. This 
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study has the additional benefit that the causal inferences that can be drawn from a 
laboratory study are more powerful than the correlationally-based archival data I used in 
study 1. This will allow me to test whether passion is indeed likely to lead to greater 
perceptions of status. 
In addition, as a further test of whether gender of the speaker moderates the 
relationship between passion and status (H4), I manipulated the gender of the speaker in 
this laboratory study. This not only provides an additional test of H4, but also allows for a 
test of the moderated mediation outlined in H5 (i.e., the moderated relationship between 
passion and status is mediated by women being viewed as “out of control” and overly 
emotional when they display extreme emotions like passion). 
Procedure 
 Approximately 180 participants from Amazon’s MTurk were randomized into 
one of six experimental groups8, in a 3x2 between-subjects design. In each group, 
participants watched a different video of a speaker delivering a speech. The first factor 
manipulated in the speeches was passion: the speaker either delivered the speech with 
positively-valenced passion, negatively-valenced passion, or with neutrality (control 
condition). This will provide a test of H1, H2, and H3. The second factor to be 
manipulated was the gender of the speaker, either male or female. This provided a test of 
H4, as well as the moderated mediation in H5. 
                                                 
8 184 was the final sample size because I added a few extra participants after seeing that some of the initial 
180 did not complete the full survey. 
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 The videos presented to participants were created with the help of two actors, one 
male and one female. These actors were adult actors from NYC. Adults were chosen to 
adhere as closely as possible to the sample in study 1, which consists of typically older 
Congress members. Each actor was presented with a script to read (see Appendix for text 
of script). After about 30 minutes of coaching on the definition and behavioral 
instantiation of passion, actors were filmed while they read this script with positively-
valenced passion, negatively-valenced passion, and neutrality. While the neutral (control) 
condition involved little gesturing and a stable tone of voice, both passion conditions 
involved a large amount of gesturing, varied pitch and tone of voice, and expressive 
facial emotions (Chen, Yao & Kotha, 2009). The primary difference between the positive 
and negative passion conditions was that in the positive passion condition, the speech was 
delivered with a smile and a lighter tone of voice, whereas in the negative passion 
condition, the speech was delivered with the furrowed brows and harsher tone of voice 
characteristic of negatively-valenced, high arousal emotions. 
The use of the same male/female actors across conditions provides experimental 
control in that any differences between experimental groups cannot be attributed to the 
fact that one particular speaker was more likable or attractive, for example9. This 
experimental design is similar to the matched guise technique used in studies of speech 
and accents, whereby the same speaker is used to deliver speeches with different accents. 
                                                 
9 I also asked respondents to rate each actor’s attractiveness to ensure that there are no significant 
differences between the male and female actor that influenced the results. There was no significant 
difference between the male and female actor in terms of attractiveness across the 6 conditions, F(5, 178) = 
2.03, ns. 
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Purkiss et al. (2006) assert the benefits of such a design in stating, “With this technique, 
factors such as appearance and voice tone were held constant in order to focus on the 
variables of interest (i.e., accent and ethnicity cue).”  
 Upon watching a video clip ranging from 38 to 50 seconds in length, participants 
were asked a series of questions, outlined below, about their perceptions of the speaker. 
These included a manipulation check, as well as questions about the speaker’s sensitivity, 
dedication, dynamism, intelligence (Epitropaki & Martin, 2004), dominance, competence 
(Anderson & Kilduff, 2009b), lack of control (Brescoll & Uhlmann, 2008), and 
emotionality – the hypothesized mediators in H2, H3, and H5. Last, participants were 
asked several questions related to the status of the speaker, including how much status 
they would personally grant the speaker in an organization (Brescoll & Uhlmann, 2008; 
Djurdjevic et al., 2017; Tiedens, 2001). A two-way ANOVA was conducted to test the 
interactive effect of passion and gender on the proposed mediators as well as the 
dependent variable, status. 
Measures 
 After watching one of the six videos, participants were presented with a prompt 
asking, “To what extent do you think the following characteristics apply to the speaker in 
the video” on a 5-point scale ranging from Very slightly or not at all to Extremely. The 
adjectives corresponding to each scale are listed below. All means, standard deviations, 
and coefficient alphas for each scale are presented in Table 6. 
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 Sensitive. The adjectives associated with sensitivity, per implicit leadership 
theory (Epitropaki & Martin, 2004), are as follows: sensitive, understanding, sincere, 
compassionate, helpful, warm, sympathetic, and forgiving. 
Dedicated. The adjectives associated with dedication, per implicit leadership 
theory (Epitropaki & Martin, 2004), are as follows: dedicated, motivated, and hard-
working. 
Dynamic. The adjectives associated with dynamism, per implicit leadership 
theory (Epitropaki & Martin, 2004), are as follows: dynamic, bold, strong, energetic, and 
charismatic. 
Intelligent. The adjectives associated with intelligence, per implicit leadership 
theory (Epitropaki & Martin, 2004), are as follows: intelligent, clever, knowledgeable, 
educated, wise, and intellectual. While this variable is not explicitly included as a 
mediator in my theoretical model, it is the fourth dimension of implicit leadership theory, 
and I note speculative evidence that passion could be related to intelligence in my theory. 
As such, I will include intelligence as an exploratory test. 
Dominant. The adjectives associated with dominance are as follows: dominant, 
assertive, and forceful (Anderson & Kilduff, 2009b). 
Competent. The adjectives associated with competence are as follows: competent, 
confident, independent, competitive, and intelligent (Fiske, Cuddy, Glick & Xu, 2002). 
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Out of Control. The adjectives associated with being out of control (Brescoll & 
Uhlmann, 2008) are as follows: out of control and lacking control. 
Emotionality. The adjectives associated with emotionality are as follows: 
emotional, overly emotional, and unemotional (reverse-coded). 
Energy. The adjectives associated with energy (Russell, 1980) are as follows: 
active, energetic, passive (reverse-coded), quiet (reverse-coded), assertive, expressive, 
inexpressive (reverse-coded), intense, and idle (reverse-coded). 
Status. To measure status, participants were asked to imagine the person speaking 
was on a team of which they were a member. They were then asked to rate the speaker on 
several characteristics, as validated by both recent (Bitterly, Brooks & Schweitzer, 2017) 
and seminal (Brescoll & Uhlmann, 2008; Tiedens, 2001) studies of status. Per these 
studies, the adjectives used are independent, powerful, low status (reverse-coded), and 
respected. This is the “standard scale” on line 2 of Table 6. 
Similar to Brescoll and Uhlmann (2008) as well as Tiedens (2001), participants 
were asked a more direct question about status conferral. To fit with the current context, 
they were asked to imagine the person speaking worked in their organization. Participants 
then responded to a prompt asking how likely they would be to assign the speaker a 
leadership role within the organization (e.g., Tiedens, 2001), on a 7-point scale ranging 
from Very slightly or not at all to Extremely. This is the “single question” on line 1 of 
Table 6. 
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Last, a 5-item scale measuring workplace status was slightly modified to apply to 
the current context (Djurdjevic et al., 2017). Examples of items on this scale are “This 
person has a great deal of prestige in their workplace” and “This person possesses high 
status in their workplace.” Participants responded on a 5-point scale ranging from 
Strongly disagree to Strongly agree. This is the “2017 scale” on line 3 of Table 6. 
Passion & Trait Positive Affect 
 To avoid demand effects, the questions asking about the emotions displayed by 
the speakers were asked after the prompts related to the mediators and dependent 
variables. The same prompt was used (“To what extent do you think the following 
characteristics apply to the speaker in the video” on a 5-point scale ranging from Very 
slightly or not at all to Extremely) followed by the below adjectives: 
 Passion. Two passion scales were used. The first scale was a two-question scale 
derived from past studies (Li et al., 2017), which included the adjectives passionate and 
intense. The second scale was a three-question scale based on entrepreneurship studies of 
passion (Chen, Yao & Kotha, 2009). The three questions were “How much was the 
speaker gesturing (e.g., making hand motions while speaking)?”, “How much was the 
speaker making expressive facial emotions?”, and “How much was the speaker speaking 
in a dynamic way (e.g., varied pitch and tone of voice)?” 
PANAS. In order to measure the perceived positive and negative mood of the 
speaker, which was used to compare the positive and negative passion conditions, the 
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mood version of the PANAS scale was used (Watson, Clark & Tellegen, 1988). The 
positive part of the scale consists of the following adjectives: interested, alert, excited, 
inspired, strong, determined, attentive, enthusiastic, active, and proud. The negative part 
of the scale consists of the following adjectives: irritable, distressed, ashamed, upset, 
nervous, guilty, scared, hostile, jittery, and afraid. 
Neutrality. The adjectives associated with neutrality are as follows: neutral and 
unemotional. 
STUDY 2: RESULTS 
 Means, standard deviations, and coefficient alphas for study variables are shown 
in Table 6. Given the high correlation between the five mediators (sensitive, dedicated, 
dynamic, dominant, competent), and because they were all measured at the same time, I 
conducted a confirmatory factor analysis to compare a five-factor model with multiple 
nested models, to examine whether they are indeed distinct. Results indicated that the 
five-factor model provided good fit to the data (χ2[220] = 722.00, CFI = .86, RMSEA = 
.11). This model fit the data better than a one-factor model constraining all variables to 
load onto one factor (χ2[230] = 1988.44, CFI = .49, RMSEA = .20). A chi-square 
difference test showed that the five-factor model of proposed mediators achieved 
significantly better fit than the one-factor model (p < .001). 
Manipulation Check 
 A few conditions need to be met to ensure the passion manipulations were 
successful. First, participants needed to rate the positive passion and negative passion 
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speeches as significantly more passionate than the neutral speech. Using the three-item 
passion scale measuring gesturing, facial emotions, and vocal dynamism, participants 
rated the positive passion (M = 3.60, SD = 0.70) and negative passion (M = 3.42, SD = 
0.74) speeches as being significantly more passionate than the neutral speech (M = 1.70, 
SD = 0.65), F(2, 181) = 137.60, p < .001. The interaction of passion condition and gender 
was also not significant, F(2, 178) = 0.11, ns. Pairwise comparisons indicated that 
participants’ ratings of passion in each of the passion conditions were not different from 
one another (p = 0.17), but they were each significantly greater than the neutral condition 
(ps < .001). 
As this portion of the manipulation check is especially important, despite the 
interaction of passion condition and gender being insignificant, I also examine pairwise 
comparisons between all six experimental conditions. Using the Holm (1979) procedure 
to compare means, which improves upon the Bonferroni procedure in that it is higher-
powered to reject the null hypothesis, shows that none of the four passion experimental 
conditions are significantly different than one another in terms of passion displayed. A 
boxplot showing the means of passion across all 6 experimental conditions is shown in 
Figure A1 in the Appendix. 
Second, I examined whether participants ratings of neutral speech were 
significantly more neutral than each of the passionate speeches. Indeed, participants rated 
the neutral speech (M = 3.61, SD = 1.00) as being significantly more neutral than the 
positive passion (M = 1.76, SD = 0.80) and negative passion (M = 1.74, SD = 0.83) 
speeches, F(2, 181) = 90.09, p < .001. Pairwise comparisons indicated that participants’ 
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ratings of neutrality in each of the passion conditions were not different from one another 
(p = 0.92), but they were each significantly less than the neutral condition (ps < .001). 
Third, I examined whether participants rated the positive passion speech as 
demonstrating significantly more PA than the negative passion or neutral speeches. 
Indeed, participants rated the positive passion speech (M = 3.56, SD = 0.69) as 
significantly higher in PA than the negative passion (M = 3.28, SD = 0.79) and neutral (M 
= 2.13, SD = 0.83) speeches, F(2, 181) = 57.87, p < .001. Pairwise comparisons indicated 
that participants’ rating of PA in the positive passion speech was greater than in the 
negative passion (p < .05) and neutral speeches (p < .001). Interestingly, participants 
rated PA in the negative passion speech as significantly higher than in the neutral speech 
as well (p < .01). 
Last, I examined whether negative passion speech was rated as demonstrating 
significantly more NA than the positive passion or neutral speeches. Indeed, participants 
rated the negative passion speech (M = 2.20, SD = 0.80) as demonstrating significantly 
more NA than the positive passion (M = 1.32, SD = 0.59) and neutral (M = 1.55, SD = 
0.72) speeches, F(2, 181) = 25.47, p < .001. Pairwise comparisons indicated that 
participants’ rating of NA in the negative passion speech was greater than in the positive 
passion (p < .001) and neutral speeches (p < .001), which were not significantly different 
than one another in terms of NA (p = .09). 
Notably, passion is theoretically defined in part by its intensity. Thus, it must be 
proven that the passion displayed in these videos was intense enough to distinguish it 
from simple energy. One way of demonstrating this is by examining the energy displayed 
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in each of the passion conditions. Indeed, on the 9-item energy scale (rated from 1-5), the 
positive passion and negative passion conditions hovered at or above a 4 out of 5 
(Positive Passion: M = 3.97, SD = 0.52; Negative Passion: M = 4.20, SD = 0.53), with 80 
out of the 124 participants in these two passion conditions (64.5%) rating the energy as 
being a 4 or greater. This compares to a recent study on passion (Li, Chen, Kotha & 
Fisher, 2017) that manipulated passion in an experimental setting and did a manipulation 
check using a similar scale as I used to measure passion. These authors measured their 
passion variable on a 7-point scale, with the average participant rating being a 5.09 out of 
7 (72.7% of the maximum value). I measured my passion variable on a 5-point scale, 
with the average participating rating being 3.51 out of 5 (70.2% of the maximum value). 
Given that the passionate speeches in my experiment were rated similarly highly as the 
passionate speeches in a recent study of passion in entrepreneurship provides a good 
indication that the emotion displayed by the actors was intense enough to be qualified as 
passion. 
Hypothesis Tests 
Hypothesis 1 predicts that displays of passion, whether positive or negative, will 
be associated with higher status. To retest this hypothesis in the laboratory context, I 
conducted a two-way ANOVA on status ratings (the Djurdjevic et al., 2017, scale)10 as a 
function of passion (positive passion, negative passion, neutral) and gender (male, 
                                                 
10 For all analyses in Study 2, I used the Djurdjevic et al. status scale as my dependent variable. The reason 
for this is twofold. One, it was derived in a theoretically rigorous way, which was primary intent of their 
paper. Two, the Cronbach’s alpha for the 2017 scale was significantly higher than the corresponding alpha 
for the standard status scale (0.97 compared to 0.71). However, all analyses were also tested with the 
standard status scale and results did not differ. 
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female), shown in Table 7. Although the interaction between passion and gender was not 
significant, F(2, 178) = 0.06, ns, there was a significant effect of passion on status, F(2, 
178) = 3.14, p = .04. Figure 3 shows the graph of status as a function of passion whereby 
it can be seen that ratings of status were higher when displaying positive passion (M = 
4.82, SD = 1.44) or negative passion (M = 4.79, SD = 1.55) than when displaying 
neutrality (M = 4.22, SD = 1.39). Thus, hypothesis 1 was supported. Since gender did not 
impact ratings of status, hypothesis 4 and 5 were not supported. 
Hypotheses 2 and 3 predict that while displays of passion (positive or negative) 
will result in higher status, the mediators leading from positive or negative passion to 
status will be different. In particular, I hypothesized that the effects of positive passion on 
status would be mediated by ratings of sensitivity, dedication, and dynamism, whereas 
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the effects of negative passion on status will be mediated by ratings of dominance and 
competence. Mediation was tested in two ways. First, I used the Baron and Kenny (1986) 
method whereby a first-stage regression of the DVs on the IVs was run. Then, a second-
stage regression is run with mediators added. Mediation is generally supported if the 
mediators in the second stage regression are significant and the IV decreases in 
magnitude. This two-stage regression approach is shown in Table 8. Second, I used 
bootstrap analyses (Preacher & Hayes, 2008) to confirm my results. The bootstrap 
analyses are shown in Table 9. While I show both types of analyses for completeness, my 
ultimate conclusions rely on the bootstrap analyses. Preacher and Hayes (2008) 
developed this nonparametric approach largely because prior approaches of examining 
each path separately (Baron & Kenny, 1986) or using a Sobel test (Sobel, 1986) rest on 
often incorrect assumptions. For instance, the commonly used Sobel test (Sobel, 1986) 
presupposes that the product of the coefficients between the independent variable-
mediator path and the mediator-dependent variable path is normally distributed, which is 
only the case in very large samples. Bootstrap analyses solve this problem by resampling 
from the actual dataset to determine the empirical approximation of the distribution 
regardless of sample size (Bollen & Stine, 1990). Indeed, the bootstrapping approach to 
assess mediation is recommended by scholars because it simultaneously minimizes type 1 
errors while maximizing power to detect an effect (MacKinnon, Lockwood, Hoffman, 
West & Sheets, 2002).  
In partial support of hypothesis 2 testing mediators of positive passion, the top 
portion of Table 8 shows that the relationship between positive passion and status is 
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mediated by dedication and dynamism (but not sensitivity). When all three positive 
mediators were added into the regression, dedication and dynamism were significant (p < 
.01) and the positive passion factor variable was no longer significant. The bootstrap 
analyses are shown in Table 9. Examination of these results shows that sensitivity (95% 
CI [0.18, 0.72]) and dynamism (95% CI [0.09, 0.59]) mediate the relationship between 
positive passion and status. 
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In partial support of hypothesis 3 testing mediators of negative passion, the 
bottom portion of Table 8 shows that the relationship between negative passion and status 
is mediated by competence (but not dominance). When both negative mediators were 
added into the regression, competence was significant (p < .01) and the negative passion 
factor variable was no longer significant. The bootstrap analyses in Table 9 confirmed 
that competence mediates the relationship between negative passion and status (95% CI 
[0.39, 1.01]). However, the bootstrap analysis shows that dominance (95% CI [0.54, 
1.52]) as well as two positive mediators—dedication (95% CI [0.30, 0.87]) and 
dynamism (95% CI [0.32, 0.87])—also mediate this relationship. 
Supplemental Analyses 
I conducted an additional analysis to rule out an alternative hypothesis that it may 
actually be perceptions of “madness” (Newark, 2018), rather than passion, that resulted in 
the belief that the displayer was leader-like. Newark (2018) does not provide a concrete 
definition of madness, but his analysis indicates that it broadly equates with acting 
illogically or foolishly. Although I did not measure these corresponding variables, I 
attempt to proxy for Newark’s concept of “madness” in this study using the variable “out 
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of control” (Brescoll & Uhlmann, 2008) to attempt to rule out this alternative explanation 
of the results. 
To disentangle passion and madness, I first examine correlations. As Table 6 
shows, the correlation between perceptions of passion and perceptions of being out of 
control is 0.24, meaning that only about 6% of the variance in perceptions of passion is 
explained by being out of control. I then ran an ANOVA comparing ratings of being out 
of control across the three experimental conditions, finding that participants rated the 
negative passion speech (M = 2.39, SD = 1.23) as being more out of control than either 
the positive passion (M = 1.52, SD = 0.76) or neutral speeches (M = 1.50, SD = 0.83), 
F(2, 181) = 17.04, p < .001. Thus, being out of control is linked to negative passion but 
not positive passion, so it further appears to be a distinct construct. Last, the correlation 
between being out of control and perceptions of status is -0.19 (Table 2), indicating that 
madness does not coincide with—and may actually detract from—status gains in this 
experimental sample. In summary, the evidence from this experiment indicates that 
perceptions of passion leading to status gains provides a better explanation of the data 
observed herein than the alternative hypothesis that perceptions of madness, or being out 
of control, lead to status gains. 
STUDY 2: DISCUSSION 
 In study 2, I found that displays of both positive and negative passion resulted in 
higher ratings of status. Gender did not moderate the results, meaning that respondents 
rated both the male and female actor as having equal status in the passion conditions. 
Mediation results were partially in line with expectations. Examining the bootstrapped 
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mediation results showed that sensitivity and dynamism, but not dedication, mediated the 
relationship between positive passion and status. With respect to negative passion, both 
dominance and competence, as hypothesized, mediated the relationship between negative 
passion and status. Unexpectedly, two of the theoretically-derived positive passion 
mediators—dedication and dynamism—also mediated the relationship between negative 
passion and status. 
 Gender did not moderate the effects here as it did for some of the status measures 
in study 1. There may be several reasons for this. For one, even in study 1, the results 
showed that women are not always harmed by displaying extreme emotions—and may 
even be helped, in some cases. It could be the case that societal norms have changed 
enough in the last several years that women are viewed on more equal footing with men, 
especially among a sample of mostly younger people on Amazon’s MTurk platform. In 
addition, the controlled conditions in study 2, whereby the male and female actors spoke 
about the same topic and said the same thing, likely helped equate perceptions. 
Accordingly, it may be the case that men and women have historically been viewed 
differently in certain contexts because of the topics each chooses to speak about. This is 
heartening that both studies 1 and 2 show there is not a consistent bias against women 
when it comes to displaying passion—and in some contexts, women may even benefit 
more from displaying passion than men do. 
 In terms of mediators of positive passion, two of the three hypothesized 
mediators—sensitivity and dynamism—were confirmed. Dedication, however, was not 
shown to mediate. This may have been a result of post-hoc tests showing that the positive 
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passion manipulation was perceived as having less energy than the negative passion 
manipulation. Digging deeper, this was driven by the female positive passion condition, 
in particular, which had less energy than the male positive passion condition (p = 0.047). 
Given that energy and dedication correlated quite highly at 0.55, it is likely that the lack 
of support for dedication as a mediator of the positive passion-status relationship was a 
result of this nuanced difference in manipulations rather than a lack of support for the 
theory. While this may seem to be a failed manipulation, the manipulation check 
presented herein was very robust. Recent studies manipulating passion use only the first 
part of my manipulation check (i.e., passion scale as the DV; Li, Chen, Kotha & Fisher, 
2017), whereas I conducted a four-part manipulation check. Although the energy variable 
I tested above is theoretically related to passion, it is important to remember that this is 
just a post-hoc test. When comparing numerous variables across 6 experimental 
conditions, even if the manipulation worked well, one would expect to find differences in 
some variables across experimental conditions just by chance. Therefore, although the 
manipulation may have not been perfect, my discussion above is simply a post-hoc 
potential explanation for an observed result and should not be taken as evidence of a 
failed manipulation. 
 In terms of mediators of negative passion, both of the hypothesized mediators—
dominance and competence—were confirmed. In addition, two of the positive 
mediators—dedication and dynamism—also were unexpectedly shown to mediate the 
relationship between negative passion and status. The reason for this again likely goes 
back to energy. Energy was perceived to be higher in the negative passion conditions, and 
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energy correlates 0.55 with dedication and 0.68 with dynamism, resulting in a strong 
relationship between negative passion and these two positive mediators. On the 
theoretical side, this strong relationship between energy and both the positive (except 
sensitivity, which depends more on positively-valenced emotions) and negative mediators 
indeed confirms the importance of high energy as a key component of passion that drives 
increased status through its relationship with numerous characteristics that people 
associate with leadership. Future studies should continue to examine the independent 
effects of valence and energy of emotional displays on status. While past work by Staw 
and colleagues (1994) showed that positively-valenced emotions lead to career benefits at 
work, less work up to this point has examined the energy component, which had an 
outsized impact in this study. 
GENERAL DISCUSSION 
In a large-scale, ecologically-valid field study, as well as a laboratory study, I 
found that the relationship between passion and status is complex (see Table 10 for 
summary of all results). Overall, the effects of passion on status in the U.S. government 
differ greatly depending on the type of status under consideration (i.e., committee rank, 
funding, vote percentage). Displays of positive or negative passion have a positive main 
effect only on percentage of the vote received by politicians, yet have no effect on 
committee ranking or funding received. Study 2 confirms a positive relationship between 
positive/negative passion and status. With respect to gender, the results are similarly 
unexpected. While women see no differential effect on status from displaying negative 
passion than men, there is an interesting interaction pattern with gender and positive 
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passion. Specifically, in line with hypotheses, women who display positive passion are 
allocated less funding than men who do the same. However, contrary to expectations, 
women that display positive passion actually receive a higher percentage of the vote than 
do men who display positive passion. The controlled laboratory environment of study 2 
shows that displays of both positive and negative passion enhance perceptions of status 
for both men and women equally. In addition, Study 1 demonstrates weak support for the 
notion that perceivers do not habituate to passion (only in terms of vote percentage), but 
its effects are additive over time. Last, examining the results of the more robust bootstrap 
analysis of mediators in study 2 (bottom right quadrant of Table 10) shows that the 
positive effect of passion on status is mediated in ways that deviate slightly from 
hypotheses. The relationship between positive passion and status is mediated by 
sensitivity and dynamism, as expected, but not dedication. In addition, the relationship 
between negative passion and status is mediated by dominance and competence, as 
expected, but is additionally mediated by two of the theoretically-derived positive passion 
mediators—dedication and dynamism. 
The results of this dissertation lead one to a number of conclusions. Most 
prominently, based on the differing results depending on the type of status under 
consideration, it becomes clear that the audience judging status matters greatly, 
particularly when gender enters the picture. The idea that the audience matters has been 
recently explored in organizational theory research in terms of organizational status 
judgments. Pontikes (2012) showed that software companies are evaluated differently 
depending on who the audience is. When the audience is the general consumer, software 
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companies that fit a certain organizational archetype are rated as more appealing; 
however, when the audience is venture capital firms, software companies that have more 
ambiguous classifications are rated as more appealing. Until now, this idea has been 
underexplored in the micro organizational behavior literature. Future research would help 
to place a more defined framework around this idea. For instance, based on the results 
herein, it may be the case that lower status people (e.g., general population vis-à-vis 
wealthy benefactors) judge extreme emotional displays by women more favorably than 
do higher status people. In organizations, this would necessitate that part of the solution 
to breaking the glass ceiling for women would be to rely more on peer ratings than on 
supervisor ratings in annual reviews. 
The differing results of the C-SPAN study and the lab study also raise some 
interesting questions and paths for future research. While the lab study showed that both 
positive and negative passion result in higher status judgments, both types of passion only 
resulted in a higher percentage of the vote in the C-SPAN study, whereas they had no 
impact on committee rank or funding. This can largely be reconciled by harking back to 
the idea that the audience making status judgments matters greatly. The audience making 
the judgments in the lab study, Amazon MTurkers, is most similar to the voting populace 
in that they are both samples of the general population. On the other hand, the individuals 
deciding on Congressional committee appointments or making large donations are likely 
to be a very particular subsample of the population (e.g., higher income). Thus, these 
slightly differing results between study 1 and 2 can be reconciled by again considering 
who is making the status judgment in question. This suggests that future research on 
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status should be more explicit about the characteristics—and, indeed, the status—of the 
audience members making the judgment. 
Theoretical Implications  
The primary contribution of this dissertation is a deeper understanding of how 
extreme emotions are perceived by others. While recent research has shown that extreme 
displays of happiness can lead to negative judgments by others (Barasch, Levine & 
Schweitzer, 2016), this dissertation further explores this idea in a naturalistic setting. By 
showing that Congress members displaying either positive or negative passion achieve a 
higher percentage of the vote, I demonstrate the positive potential of extreme emotions—
either positively or negatively-valenced. This suggests that the arousal component of 
emotions, as opposed to just valence, plays an outsized and underappreciated role in 
guiding others’ status judgments. It is likely that high arousal displays draw increased 
attention to the displayer while simultaneously causing others to attribute qualities more 
directly to the displayer (i.e., internal attributions). Interestingly, the attribution argument 
suggests that high arousal displays essentially increase the variance of judgments, making 
these displays inherently risky in organizations. If others judge a high arousal display 
negatively, they are likely to judge a displayer especially harshly because the behavior 
will be internally attributed. In this case, however, both positive and negative passion 
resulted in positive judgments for different reasons. Positive passion resulted in 
judgments of sensitivity and dynamism, whereas negative passion resulted in judgments 
of dominance, competence, dedication, and dynamism—all of which positively relate to 
higher status. 
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A secondary contribution to the emotions literature comes in learning that 
extreme negative emotions may not be as bad as typically assumed in past work (e.g., 
Glomb & Hulin, 1997; Lewis, 2000). Tiedens (2001) was one of the first to demonstrate 
that negative emotional displays may actually have untold interpersonal benefits because 
they lead others to view one as being more competent. This dissertation builds on this 
idea using the framework of Implicit Leadership Theory to examine additional mediators 
of this relationship. When doing so, it becomes clear that extreme negative displays 
actually result in a host of beneficial judgments. Indeed, bootstrap analyses of mediators 
in the lab study showed that negative passion resulted in enhanced perceptions of not just 
competence, but also dominance, dedication, and dynamism. People displaying negative 
passion were only harmed in terms of being seen as less sensitive. On the contrary, 
people displaying positive passion were seen only as being more sensitive and dynamic. 
Thus, while there is certainly a bias towards positive emotions being better, when it 
comes to displays of high arousal emotions in leadership settings, there is still a place for 
dominance-affirming negative emotions. 
An additional contribution of this study comes in terms of improving scholars’ 
understanding of leadership in government. Although the study of government is largely 
examined in the political science literature, governments are large and complex 
organizations at their core. Better understanding the dynamics of these government 
organizations and committees could contribute greatly to the organizational literature. 
Beyond that, it is beneficial in and of itself for scholars to apply organizational theories in 
government to help understand and improve its operation. In the early 21st century, many 
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governments around the world have been experiencing increased turmoil as populism 
takes hold (Inglehart & Norris, 2016). It could, for example, be profitable to examine 
government agencies via the lens of micro-level conflict theories to understand how to 
ameliorate some of these pernicious trends (Carton & Tewfik, 2016). Government also 
provides a good testing ground for scholars given that many government committees and 
meeting are by law required to make session transcripts, videos, and decisions open to the 
public. This vast trove of data can—and should—continue to be utilized by scholars to 
improve our understanding of organizations. 
The final contribution to the emotions literature comes in understanding the 
longitudinal effects of extreme emotional displays. Longitudinal studies of this sort are 
often hard to carry out because they require either extensive monitoring/tracking, 
numerous surveys, or both. However, the 14-year sample acquired for study 1 allows one 
to more deeply explore emotional dynamics over time. In particular, I proposed 
competing hypotheses about the effects of extreme emotional displays on status over 
time. On the one hand, it seemed possible that consistent displays over time could result 
in internal attributions and, thus, additional benefits accruing to the displayer. On the 
other hand, it was plausible that consistent displays could wear on observers over time, 
resulting in decreased perceptions of status over time. The former explanation appears to 
have won out in that if an extreme emotional display increased status on average, these 
same extreme emotional displays also increased status if they were displayed consistently 
(or increasingly so) over time. While this result contradicts the literature on habituation, 
suggesting that humans naturally adjust to stimuli over time (Groves & Thompson, 
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1970), thereby blunting their effects, it also suggests a unique aspect of extreme 
emotional displays that can be leveraged in organizations. Perhaps because they are so 
salient and eye-catching, extreme emotional displays do not allow observers to become as 
easily inured to their effects. This suggests that extreme emotional displays may be one 
unique way to achieve higher status in organizations in a manner that persists over time. 
Last, this dissertation contributes to the literature centered on understanding how 
women can effectively rise up in organizations. Women have been known to hit a 
proverbial “glass ceiling” at some point in their career, whereby they are not able to 
achieve higher pay and responsibility (Morrison, White & Van Velsor, 1992). A number 
of reasons for this glass ceiling effect have been hypothesized, but one prominent 
explanation is that women are judged more harshly for enacting the same leader-like 
behaviors that men are rewarded for (e.g., Heilman & Chen, 2005). This puts women in a 
double bind where they are judged negatively whether they behave assertively or 
deferentially. The results of this study suggest a partial path forward. Although the 
laboratory study showed no differences by gender, women in the naturalistic setting of 
Congress appear to benefit when displaying positive passion, particularly among lower 
status observers (per study 1, where women benefitted only in terms of voting 
percentage, which represents a lower status group making the judgment compared to 
funding allocations and committee appointments). As such, it may be beneficial for 
women to be charismatic with their subordinates so as to build a followership who views 
them as confident and high status, but perhaps be more subdued with senior leaders, who 
may punish women for extreme emotional displays. This dissertation thus suggests that 
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women who self-monitor more effectively, in that they adjust their behavior depending 
on the audience, may at least partially shatter the glass ceiling. 
Limitations and Future Directions 
 There are several notable limitations in this dissertation that open up paths for 
future research. For one, although the large sample of C-SPAN videos of Congress 
members provides a unique sample on which to test many important hypotheses, as with 
any ecologically valid sample, there is a concomitant inability to determine causality. 
While I have minimized the concerns surrounding this as much as possible by also 
conducting longitudinal analyses and a subsequent lab study, it remains possible that 
there are alternative explanations for the results seen in the C-SPAN study. For instance, 
although I added several control variables to the analyses and the results remained strong, 
it is possible that a third unmeasured variable is impacting both passion and status. To 
confirm the results of this study, it is important to conduct additional studies in other 
contexts to see if the results hold. One area that is ripe for a similar type of analysis is 
videos of government proceedings from other countries. Not only could this help confirm 
the results of this study, but it would also provide a stronger test of this theory by 
examining it cross-culturally. 
 The computational methods used in the C-SPAN study also should be further 
stress tested to ensure they are robust. While numerous other studies, particularly those 
by Pentland (e.g., Curhan & Pentland, 2007), have espoused the benefits of such 
computational methods of analysis primarily in terms of having good construct validity 
and high reliability, it is important to remember that many of these methods are still 
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relatively new. Although I put in place checks of the computational techniques being 
used, both as a pretest and on a small subsample of the collected videos, these methods 
should be further tested before they become mainstream techniques in the organizational 
behavior literature. It is my hope that this dissertation will help usher in the big data era 
to organizational behavior. But it is also my sense that before this epoch occurs, 
methodologists will have to explore these computational analysis techniques and other 
machine learning algorithms much more deeply in the context of studying people in 
organizations, as has been done with incumbent methods for decades prior. 
Practical Implications 
 The results from this dissertation have numerous practical implications that can be 
used by employees trying to rise up in organizations. For one, emotional displays often 
remain muted in organizations because people implicitly think they are inappropriate and 
will potentially elicit harsh rebuke from others. On the contrary, I have shown that at 
least in some contexts with certain audiences, displays of extreme emotions like passion 
can be interpersonally beneficial for one’s career. This suggests that employees in 21st 
century organizations may be unintentionally hamstringing themselves by attempting to 
hide their emotions. Instead, they could be realizing tangible career benefits by letting 
their passion shine through. 
 In addition, beyond just displaying passion more generally, this dissertation 
suggests that extreme displays of negative emotions may be as interpersonally beneficial 
as extreme displays of positive emotions. While this seems counterintuitive as we largely 
think of negative emotions at work as being harmful, perhaps the key distinction here is 
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that passion is targeted at a topic rather than a person. Negative displays targeted at 
others, such as anger at a subordinate, are likely to remain a bad idea for building 
cohesion and minimizing attrition. However, displays of extreme negative emotions 
centered on the job, a project, or a specific task may increase salutary judgments about 
the displayer. Thus, while not contradicting the idea that one should avoid being a jerk in 
the workplace (Sutton, 2007), this dissertation provides a more nuanced view of what 
types of emotional displays are most beneficial for employees in which contexts. 
CONCLUSION 
 Passion is an extreme emotion that has a powerful effect on others—it captures 
and holds attention, and it shows that one is a sensitive, competent, and dynamic leader, 
dedicated to meaningful causes. While the display of emotions in organizations is often a 
double-edged sword with risks and benefits, this dissertation shows that the high energy 
nature of passion is often a boon to both men and women, especially when that passion is 
viewed by lower status individuals. As organizations become increasingly interlaced with 
a mosaic of emotions, it is likely that passion will be increasingly prevalent to the 
(hopeful) benefit of all. 
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APPENDIX 
Actors’ Script for Study 2 
 It is important that the script given to the two actors discusses a neutral, non-
polarizing topic. Furthermore, it must also be a topic that is plausibly delivered with 
either positive passion, negative passion, or neutrality. In accordance with these two 
requirements, as well as the fact that the scenario should ideally be business-oriented, the 
script to be used is as follows. Participants viewing the video will be told that they are 
viewing a video of an upper-level manager delivering a speech to the business unit that 
he/she runs. 
“We need to make sure that, as a unit, we are hitting our benchmarks each 
quarter. The only way that this company succeeds in the long-run is if every 
business unit, including ours, is fulfilling its primary mission. To accomplish our 
goals, we need to realign our vision with that of the overall company. Every 
employee needs to come to work each day and be aware of how they’re job is 
contributing to the goals of the entire organization. In line with that, over the next 
quarter, we’ll be redesigning work processes to facilitate some of these changes.” 
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